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BALANCE , SYMMETRY, AND ORDER IN SHAKESPEARE'S 
AS YOU LIKE IT 
Stacy Creed May 1976 86 pages 
Directed by : Hoyt Bowen, Roy Miller , and Frank Steele 
Department of English Western Kentucky University 
Although many critics have commented on various aspects 
of balance, symmetry, and order in Sbakespeare's As You Like 
It, otbers have given tbe impression tbat tbe play uses a care-
free series of episodes to give tbe audience ligbtbearted 
entertainment. Few, if any, bave discussed the extent to 
wbich these elements are exemplified througb tbe reaarkable 
skill andcraftsmansbipof tbe playwrigbt. Tbe coordination of 
these elements shows that the work is not, as it frequently 
has been considered, a simple romance, but is ratber a super-
lative exemplification of Sbakespeare's reaarkable artistry. 
Through tbe use of various devices, Sbakespeare constructs 
for his audience a model of tbe barmony for wbicb man sbould 
strive. One of tbe most obvious devices used by tbe dramatist 
is the groupings found among the cbaracters. In addition, 
Shakespeare also employs tbe dual setting of court and country 
to aid in establishing bis ideal of balance and barmony. This 
model does not degenerate into excessive artificiality, partly 
because Shakespeare uses both a reconciliation and a syntbesis 
of opposites, and partly because he also utilizes , wbile gently 
mocking them, such literary traditions as tbe pastoral and tbe 
Euphuistic. He keeps both his characters and his audience 
firmly based in reality. Moreover, Shakespeare utilizes the 
v 
Elizabethan idea of orde r and the concepts of nature and 
nurture, as a ddit ional means through which he es tablishes the 
ideal of harmony. All of these devices are aided by the 
basic comic structure itself , one which begins in sadness and 
ends in happiness. With this comic resolution the dramatist 
establishes his idea of the balance and harmony necessary in 
society. The play itself becomes a nurturing device , a model 
of harmony teaching and exemplifying happy reconciliation. 
vi 
INTRODUCTION 
Thomas Parrott has said that "Properly to appreciate 
As You Like It we must forget for a time all matters of 
dramatic technique, all conceptions of a 'well-made' play, 
and be content, like the inhabitants of Arden to ' fleet the 
time carelessly. ,"1 However careless Shakespeare's play may 
appear on the surface, a close reading reveals that it is 
actually a remarkably well-constructed work. Particularly 
noticeable are the qualities of balance, symmetry, and order, 
stylistic aspects which, while present in many of Shakespeare's 
plays, are especially evident in As You Like It. These three 
properties are well worth a detailed examination in order to 
understand the manner in which they contribute to the overall 
effect created by the play. 
Upon examination, character is found to be one of the 
primary areas in which Shakespeare exhibits an extraordinary 
amount of balance and symmetry. With the exception of a few 
minor characters, such as Charles, all of the eharacters can 
be placed in natural groupings of either contrasting or comple-
mentary sets, and they can be arranged in a variety of ways. 
IThomas Marc Parrott, Shakespearean C~dy (New York : 
Russell and Russell, Inc., 1962), p. 178 : 
1 
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For example, there a r e t hree philosophers, Jacques, Touc hs tone, 
and Corin , e ach espous ing a diffe r e nt vi e w of life. Jac ques 
purports to b e a cynic, Touchstone a materialistic realist , 
and Corin the supposedly simple-minded shepherd, the natural 
philosopher ; however, when all views are exposed, it is dis-
covered that Corin is not actually the simpleton he at first 
appears. Touchstone, placed between the other two, parodies 
both Jacques and Corin. In Act III, Touchstone and Corin hold 
a debate on the virtues of the court versus the country, and 
Jacques, in Act II, comments on his meeting with Touchstone , 
saying, "When I did hear/The motley fool thus moral on the 
time,/My lungs began to crow like chanticleer/That fools 
should be so deep contemplative" (II. vii. 28-31). In this 
manner, Shakespeare uses the fool Touchstone in contrast with 
the other two philosophers, thus forming one of the many 
natural sets which may be found in As You Like It. 
In addition to the grouping of the philosophers , 
Shakespeare also utilizes a pairing among the brothers. By 
adding Oliver and Orlando to Duke Senior and Duke Frederick, 
the playwright arrives at a dual e xample of disorder in the 
family. In this manner, the play gives ample evidence of the 
evils att e ndant upon a disruption of the natural order inher-
ent in society. Because each evil brother repents at the end, 
Shakespeare has not violated any concept of righteousness but 
rather has reinforced the Elizabethan idea of order. David 
Young notes this use of the brothers when he comments that 
"One of his changes was to make the two dukes brothers. By 
3 
matching them thus with Orlando and Olive r , he strengthened 
the parallel between the v iolations of natural bonds and 
relationships which lead to the pastoral sojourn .,,2 
Perhaps the most obvious example of pairing among char-
acters may be found in the various groups of lovers , who range 
from the idealistic Rosalind and Orlando to the very realistic 
Touchstone and Audrey. In the four pairs (Rosalind and Orlando, 
Celia and Oliver, Silvius and Phebe , and Touchstone and Audrey), 
the reader finds examples of many varieties of love. As J. B. 
Priestly notes, 
The relation between Touchstone and his stolid mistress 
is really nothing but the reverse side, the unpoetical, 
comic, gross side of the relation between Orlando and 
Rosalind, all ardour and bloom and young laughter, 
beyond the reach of disillusion. Shake them up together 
and out of them both could be fashioned the actual 
relations between most men and most women in this world; 
and Shakespeare, who knew most things, knew tbis too, 
and so gave us both sides of the question.3 
In this case, the lovers Rosalind and Orlando serve essentially 
the same function as that of Touchstone in relation to the 
philosophers; they form the ideal against which the other lovers 
are measured. Although Touchstone is by no means an ideal, he 
does act as a testing ground for the other philosophers , much 
as do Rosalind and Orlando. Again , as with the philosophers, 
the reader discovers, as Shakespeare wants him to, that the ideal 
actually exists in a synthesis of characteristics from all 
groupings. 
2David Young, The Heart's Forest : A Study of Shakespeare's 
Pastoral Plays (New Haven : Yale University -Press , 1972), p. 41. 
3J . B. Priestly, "Touchstone," as quoted in Shakespeare's 
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In addition to the balance found in the groupings among 
the lovers, another example of balance may be seen in the 
character of Rosalind herself. As C. L. Barber notes, 
Romantic participation in love and humorous detachment 
from its follies, the two polar attitudes which are 
balanced against each other in the action as a whole, 
meet and are reconciled in Rosalind's personality. 
Because she remains always aware of love's illusions 
while she herself is swept along delightfully by its 
deepest currents, she possesses as an attribute to 
character the power of combining whole-hearted feeling 
and un~istorted judgment which gives the play its 
value. . 
Because of the disguise of Rosalind as the shepherd Ganymede, 
Shakespeare is able to use her in this dual role of participant 
and commentator. thus addine an additional aspect of balance 
to the play. 
Although these two examples of grouping are of major 
importance, others may be found which also contribute ereatly 
to the balanced structure of the play. For example, an 
examination of the contrasts between the two rulers sbould also 
prove fruitful. especially since Thomas McFarland notes that 
"The index to the state of moral well-being in Shakespeare's 
comedies is usually provided by the character and circumstances 
of the ruler.,,5 If this is indeed the case . then it would seem 
Critics. ed. A. M. Eastman and G. 8. Harrison (Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan Press. 1964). p. 163 . 
5Thomas McFarland. Shakesreare's Pastoral comed~ (Chapel 
Hill : University of North Carol na Press. 1972). p. 9 . 
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that the two rul e rs playa ma jor role in the drama and a 
discussion o f the manne r in whi c h the y c omplement each other 
may be helpful. particularl y in conjunction with social order. 
In addition to the balance found in the characterization. 
there also exists a certain amount of sYUllletry in tbe setting. 
Tbe most obvious aspect of tbis may be seen in tbe use of a 
double setting: tbe court and the country. Wbile tbe action 
begins in tbe court. tbe majority of tbe play occurs in tbe 
country. In spite of tbis dicbotomy. Sbakespeare makes certain 
tbat the reader does not forget tbe existence of tbe court; be 
returns occasionally to tbat setting in order to keep tbe 
reader abreast of tbe action and also to belp furtber tbe 
contrast he has set up. 
Arden is ostensibly an ideal world . but Sbakespeare is 
too much of a realist to allow it to be completely perfect. 
As Harold Jenkins notes. 
Shakespeare, then. builds up bis ideal world and lets 
bis idealists scorn tbe real one. But into tbeir midst 
he introduces people who mock tbeir ideals and otbers 
who mock them. One must not say tbat Sbakespeare 
never judges, but one judgment is always being modified 
by another. Opposite views may contradict one anQtber, 
but of course they do not cancel out. Instead tbey add 
up to an all-embracing view far larger and more satisfying 
than anyone of them in itself. 6 
This statement cogently assesses the use tbat Shakespeare makes 
of his contrasts. The controlling idea seems to be that tbere 
is not a truly perfect solution to anything , but that a 
workable course of action may be found in a combination of 
6Harold 
e d. Allardyce 
1955) , p. 45. 
Jenkins, '~s You Like It," in Shakesfeare Survey , 
Nicoll, vol. 8 (Cambridge: univers ty - Press , 
6 
vario us ide a s. The court is not a perfect life, but neither 
is the country. With the return of the Duke and his party 
from the country to the court at the conclusion of the play, 
Shakespeare implies that the Duke will take with him the know-
ledge that he has gained while residing in the country, thus 
forming the synthesis necessary for harmony. 
The plot also contains its portion of balance, but tbis 
can mainly be seen in the return to order evidenced by tbe 
conclusion. Northrop Frye states tbat 
In all good New Comedy tbere is a social as well as 
an individual tbeme whicb must be sougbt in tbe general 
atmospbere of reconciliation tbat makes tbe final marriage 
possible. As tbe bero gets closer to tbe beroine aDd 
opposition is overcome, all tbe rigbt-tbinking people 
come over to bis side. Thus a new social unit is formed 
on tbe stage, and the moment tbat tbis social unit 
crystallizes is the moment of comic resolution. In tbe 
last scene wben tbe dramatist usually tries to get all 
his characters on tbe stage at once, tbe audience 
witnesses tbe birtb of a renewed sense of social integra-
tion. In comedy as in life tbe regul.r expression ot
7
tbis 
is a festival, whether a marriage, dance, or a feast. 
Not only do the marriages at tbe conclusion constitute a new 
social order, but the repentance of Duke Frederick also 
Signifies a return to the rightful order. The resolution is 
complete. Since, as E. M. W. Ti11yard notes , " ... this 
idea of cosmic orde r was one of the genuine ruling ideas of the 
age, and perhaps the most characteristic. . ,, 8 it is imperative 
7Northrop Frye, "The Argument of Comedy, " in Essays in 
Shakesrearean Criticism, ed. James L. Calderwood and Harold 
E. To1 ver "(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1970), pp. 50-51. 
8 E . M. W. Tillyard, The E1izabetban World Picture. (New 
York: Random House, n.d.). p. vii. 
for this resolution to Occur. Without it , Shakespeare 
would have been violating a concept of his age. 
7 
All of these examples of balance, symmetry , and order 
can hardly be considered accidental. It is obv ious that 
Shakespeare was aware of what he was dOing , and because of 
this awareness , it is interesting to examine the many ways 
in which these techniques manifest themselves. A study of 
this nature may not only throw light on the technical aspects 
of the play. but it may also be helpful in interpreting tbe 
theme and meaning. When the various aspects are considered 
as a coherent whole . the aUdience is aware of the basic 
idea of harmony asserted tbrougbout tbe play . 
CHAPTER I 
CHARACTER 
Shakespeare ' s As You Like It is strikingly balanced and 
symmetrical. Perhaps one of the most evident examples of this 
balance may be seen in characterization. The characters fit 
neatly into groupings, for example the lovers, the philoso-
phers, the rulers, and the brothers. Further, the groupings 
and balance have provoked comment from many sources. 
Edward Dowden notes a balance among the cbaracters tbat 
is on a much broader scale. As he says , 
The characters are ordinarily ranged , with an excel-
lent effect on dramatic perspective , in three groups 
or divisions. The lovers and their immediate friends 
or rivals occupy the middle plane . Above them are persons 
of influence or authority by virtue of age or rank , on 
wbom in some measure tbe fortunes of the lovers depend . 
Below them are the humbler aiders and abettors of their 
designs, or subordinate figures lightly attached to the 
central action, yet sometimes playing into the bands of 
benevolent Chance, and always ready to diversify the 
scene, to enliven the stage, to afford a breathing-
space between passages of higb-wrought emotions, to fill 
an interval with glittering word-play or unconscious bumour. 
to save romance from shrill intensity or too aerial 
ascension by tbe contact of reality. Shakespeare in 
comedy was hardly happy until he had found his Duke and 
his clown; then he had the space in which he could move 
at ease ; love remains his central theme, but it is love 
which rises out of life; his principal figures are 
rendered more distinct, are seen more in the round , be-
cause they stand out from a rich and varied background. 9 
9Edward Dowden, "The Essentials of Shakespeare's 
Comedies , " in His Infinite Variety: Major Shakespearean 
8 
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This division of characters certainly does help to render 
them more distinct because they are seen not only in compari-
son with others in their own class but also in relation to 
those of other classes. The two dukes obviously occupy the 
highest class. They are both in positions of authority and 
readily invite comparison. For example, the manner in which 
they treat their inferiors helps Shakespeare to develop and re-
veal their characters subtly. When Orlando retreats to Arden, 
Duke Senior readily admits him and makes him welcome. Duke 
Frederick, however, reacts to the situation in an entirely 
different manner. Because Orlando has left the court, the 
Duke holds his brother Oliver responsible for the action and 
in effect banishes him. In the latter instance. Duke Frederick 
places the responsibility for one family member on another. 
Duke Senior, on the other hand, welcomes Orlando partly 
because of a friendship with his father. While one Duke uses 
family relations as a basis for reward and tenderness, the other 
uses the same relationships as a foundation for punishment and 
ill-will. Through their actions, the two dukes show their true 
nature; one is open, generous, and gracious, while the other is 
cruel, self-seeking, and unfair. By placing the two characters 
in the same class and situation, Shakespeare effectively shows 
their character without describing it. The invited comparison 
between them is sufficient. The same sort of relationship may 
Criticism Since Johnson, ed. Paul N. Siegel (New York: J. B. 
Lippincott Co., 1964), p. 110. 
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also be seen among the other di visions Dowden no t es, but it 
be comes even more intricate and subtle as the numbe r of char-
acters involved increases. 
Since the lovers present one of the most obvious natural 
groupings, it seems helpful to examine the manne r in which 
Shakespeare compares, contrasts , and balances them. There 
are four pairs of lovers who marry at the end of the play: 
Rosalind and Orlando, Oliver and Celia, Silvius and Pbebe , 
and Toucbstone and Audrey. Each pair serves a unique function 
within the group as a wbole. As Francis Ferguson explains , 
The wooing of Rosalind and Orlando alternates witb 
Silvius' wooing of Pbebe, and Toucbstone's business-
like arrangements with Audrey. . • . Rosalind and 
Orlando are at the center of the kaleidoscope; Silvius 
and Pbebe offer a burlesque of the literary and romantic 
aspects of their love, while Touchstone and Audrey keep 
us reminded of biology.tO 
The pairs do indeed serve tbese functions, but in a mucb more 
complicated manner. By taking Rosalind and Orlando as a 
center (their courtsbip is developed in the most detail), it 
is possible to see tbe various types of love and courtsbip 
represented by eacb pair. Rosalind and Orlando are obviously 
romantic lovers; Silvius and Phebe exemplify tbe pastoral 
wooing; Touchstone and Audrey base their love on a more physical 
basis , and Oliver and Celia typify love at first sight . Parrott 
considers these categories wben he says , 
Silvius and Phebe are fantastic lovers in tbe pastoral 
convention; the sudden mutual passion of Oliver and 
lOFrancis Ferguson, Sbakespeare: The Pattern in His 
Carpet (New York: Delacorte Press ; 1958), p. 153. 
Celia is quite incred -b e ; Rosalind and Orlan 
romantic lovers par e xcellence _ Toucbstone 
on the other hand preseD~ ~bis rela~ion of ~ 
its simplest realisti c fo - man batb his d 
as pigeons bill, so wed10ck .ould be nibblin _ 
These neat categories into which the lovers fall 
present some difficulties. In e neral it can be 
are 
11 
girl , 
i n 
nd 
ever. 
ha t each 
pair portrays a rather sty1- . ~ersion of o ce ~ype o f love , 
but close examination pro~es tbattbey do DOt a1wa,. r ain 
well within the boundaries of eacb particular ca~ecorp . 
When Rosalind and Orlando are ia Arden their co~p is 
indeed romantic, but instead of being based upon a 0 
acquaintance, it is rather tbe result 01 love at 11rst sight, 
mucb like tbe courtsbip of Cel ia and Oliver . As Celia says, 
"Is it possible on such a s elden . you sbould fa1I U~ so 
strong a l~king with old Si r &o.land ' s youacest soa?-12 This 
does not necessarily detract fro. tbe concept of aos.Jiad and 
Orlando as romantic lovers . for Shakespeare saw 80t ~a ~ng 
with love at first sight. Celia and Oliver s .arri-..-. baaed 
not upon a lengthy courtship but ratber o n love at first sight, 
lacks no credibility . and Pbebe , another of the 10 rs . also 
says , "Dead shepherd, now I 1iad tby saw of iCb~1 e r 
loved that loved not at fi rat sicbt ? " ( III. Y. 1-82). By 
placing an element representati\le of one pair of lo rs wi thin 
the category of another, Shakespeare is .erely tha t 
Ilparrott, Shakespeare .. C edf pp. 170-171. 
12William Shakespeare , ~Aa You Like It .' ia 
Signet Classic Shakespeare . eel. Sylvan Barnet ( 
Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1972). I . iii. 26~28 _ 
references to As You Like It are fro. tbis source .. 
documented parenthetically witbJn the te t. 
12 
completely styliz~d representatives of love are not possible. 
This same departure from narrow limits may also be seen 
in the case of Touchstone and Audrey. When asked if he intends 
to be married, Touchstone replies, "As the ox hath his bow sir, 
the horse his curb , and the falcon her bells, so man hath his 
desires , and as pigeons bill, so wedlock would be nibbling" 
(III. iii. 78-81), which would seem to indicate that his primary 
purpose in marrying Audrey is Simply to find a release for bis 
natural desires. However, tbe fact that be does not allow Sir 
Oliver Martext to perform tbe ceremony (one wbose legality 
migbt be doubted at some future time) lends credence to tbe 
idea tbat he probably feels some sort of genuine affection for 
the woman, even if be does not readily admit it. In addition 
Touchstone's speech about Jane Smile (II. iv. 44-54) sbows a 
more human side to the clown; be bas felt love once and there 
is no reason to suspect that he does not possess some of tbe 
same feelings for Audrey. As be says to the Duke, 
God 'ild you Sir, I deSire you of the like. I press in 
bere sir, amongst tbe rest of tbe country copulatives , 
to swear and to forswear , according as marriage binds 
and blood breaks--a poor virgin sir. an ill-favoured 
thing sir, but mine own; a poor humour of mine sir, to 
take that that no man else will. Ricb bonesty dwells 
like a miser sir, 1n a poor bouse, as your pearl in 
your foul oyster (V. iv. 55-62). 
Touchstone's analogy comparing Audrey to a pearl in a foul 
oyster shows bis awareness of the fact that his wife is some-
tbing more than an outlet for his desires. By placing an under-
lying element of love in a supposedly base marriage, Sbakespeare 
again shows the impossibility of maintaining completely tbe 
limited boundaries set by a narrowly stylized concept of love. 
13 
Silvius and Phebe exhibit a similar problem, as do Celia 
and Oliver. Since these two pairs of lovers are less developed 
than the previous two , it is perhaps easier to keep them neatly 
within their categories. Phebe, for example , first falls in 
love with Rosalind disguised as Ganymede, but when the true 
identity of Rosalind is disclosed, she accepts Silvius as tbe 
next best thing. This would seem to show tbat TOUChstone is 
not entirely alone in his business-like approach to marriage. 
As Rosalind tells Phebe earlier, 
But mistress, know yourself, down on your knees, 
And thank heaven, fasting, for a good man's love, 
For I must tell you friendly in your ear, 
Sell when you can, you are not for all markets. 
Cry the man mercy, love bim, take his offer 
(II I. v. 57-61). 
In this speech, Rosalind points out that Pbebe would perbaps 
do well to take what she can get because sbe is similar to 
Touchstone's ("a poor tbing sir, an ill-favoured tbing sir") 
Audrey. When she finally accepts Silvius, sbe is acquiring the 
best she can . This aspect of tbeir marriage certainly belps 
set Silvius and Phebe outside the narrow boundaries imposed 
upon them by the pastoral convention of WOOing. As can be 
seen , all is not roses in the case of Silvius and Phebe. 
Oliver and Celia, although dealt witb only briefly , also 
appear to exhibit a genuine affection for eacb otber , despite 
the fact that they have only recently met. This affection would 
not be possible if they remained within tbe catecory assigned 
them by Parrot, who says, " ... the sudden mutual passion of 
14 
Oliver and Celia is quite incredible ... .. 13 For 
Shakespeare, however, there is nothing particularly incredible 
in their courtship or resulting marriage. He has already shown 
how it is possible to base a lengthy courtship on love at first 
sight through Rosalind and Orlando. Phebe has also commented on 
this power (III. v. 81-82). There is no reason to suppose that 
Celia and Oliver will fare any worse than the other lovers. 
They merely reinforce the idea that it is impossible for the 
lovers to remain totally within the boundaries of any specific 
category. 
Through his metbod of first establisbing general cate-
gories. for the lovers and then showing bow tbey will not pre-
cisely fit the mold. Sbakespeare establisbes in tbe mind of 
the audience an idea of tbe balance, or ideal , in love. Tbe 
representations of love wbich be sets up serve as natural com-
plements to each other. The fact tbat no one pair of lovers 
remains completely within tbe confines of a certain catecory 
reinforces the idea tbat instead of stylized versions of love. 
what is needed is actually some sort of ideal. or balance , 
between all of the various aspects represented by tbe ceneralized 
categories. Priestly observes tbis wben he says , 
The relation between Touchstone and bis stolid mis-
tress is really nothing but tbe reverse side, tbe un-
poetical. comic, gross side of the relation between 
Orlando and Rosalind, all ardour and bloom and young 
laughter, beyond the reacb of disillusion. Sbake 
them up together and out of them botb ~ould be 
fashioned the actual relations between most men and most 
women in this world; and Shakespeare. wbo knew most 
things. knew this too, and so gave us both sides of the 
13Parrott, Shakespearean Commedy, pp. 170-171. 
15 
question. 14 
The idea that Shakespeare is giving a realistic view of 
love by offering a composite of complementary views is 
correct, but he actually carries it even further by including 
Silvius and Phebe and Oliver and Celia. Through viewing 
stylized categories of love, each with a minor flaw, the 
audience is able to d.raw a final picture which includes 
various aspects of all categories neatly incorporated into a 
whole. As Barber observes, 
The lovers who in the second half of the play present 
'nature in love' each exhibit a kind of folly. In 
each there is a different version of the incongruity 
between reality and the illUSions (in poetry, tbe 
hyperboles) wbich love generates and by which it is 
expressed. Tbe comic variations are centered around 
the seriously-felt love of Rosalind and Orlando. The 
final effect is to enhance the reality of this love 
by making it independent of illUSions, w~Rse incongruity 
with life is recognized and laughed off. 
Shakespeare, instead of shoving his audience, gently leads tbem, 
so that the final picture is formed not from the page but in 
the mind. He evokes for the audience the total picture of 
possibilities, allowing them ,to form their own composite view. 
This complementary aspect of the pairs of lovers can be 
see n in a still more specific instance within the character 
of Rosalind herself. Through the use of disguise, Shakespeare 
sets up a balance involving detachment from the involvement 
in love. Dowden views this use of character in a rather 
general manner when he says, 
14Priestly, "Touchstone," p. 163. 
15C. L. Barber, Shakespeare's Festive Comedy (New Yor.: 
The World Publishing Co., 1963), p. 230. 
In truth , while it may be said that in Shakespe arean 
tragedy character is fate , in Shakespearean comedy, 
among the contrasts and surprises which form so 
16 
abundant a source of its vivacity , not the least 
effective contrast is that of character set over , as 
it were , against itself , not the least effective 
surprise is that of character entering upon new phases 
under the play of circumstances . The unity and logic of 
character may not in reality be impair~d, but the unity 
is realized in and through diversity. 
This unity is especially evident in the character of Rosalind. 
Although she is a single character, her use of the disguise 
as Ganymede allows Shakespeare to set up a contrast with her 
actions as Ganymede and her feelings as Rosalind. Because 
of the disguise , she must assume an objectivity while partic-
ipating in Orlando's wooing; however, her feelings as Rosalind 
naturally come into play, and she is forced into the dual role 
of participant and observer . Rosalind herself is well aware 
of her position. When Orlando says, "Fair youth, I would I 
could make thee believe I love," Rosalind answers, 
Me believe it? You may as soon make her that you 
love believe it, which I warrant she is apter to 
do than to confess she does. That is one o f the 
points in which women still give the lie to their 
consciences (III. ii. 384-387). 
As a participant, Rosalind is able to enjoy the wooing o f 
Orlando while her disguise at the same time enables her to 
play the role of observer, thus testing the sincerity of 
Orlando's love without facing the necessity of first commit-
ting herself publicly. Barber indicates Shakespeare's excellent 
use of this seeming incongruity when he comments that 
l6Dowden, "The Essentials of Shakespeare's Comedies , " 
p . 107. 
• 
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Romantic participation in love and humorous detach-
ment from its follies, the two polar attitudes which 
are balanced against each other in the action as a 
whole, meet and are reconciled in Rosalind's pe r-
sonality. Because she remains always aware of love's 
illusions while she herself is swept along deligh t fully 
by its deepest currents, she possesses as an at t ribute 
to character the power of combining whole-hearted 
feeling ani7undistorted judgment which gives the play 
its value. 
Indeed, the play does derive part of its value from this 
juxtaposition of supposed opposites within the character of 
Rosalind. Just as contrasting and complementing aspects of 
love exist among the pairs of lovers, combining together to 
form a whole, so the character of Rosalind also possesses 
contrasting elements which, wben combined, form a composite 
view of what really is as opposed to a conventionalized 
idea of what appears to be. It would be impossible for 
Rosalind, as a lover , to be totally objective, but it would 
be equally impossible for her to be completely subjective. 
Again , Shakespeare has used a balance of opposites to form a 
wbole . 
In addition to the groupings found among tbe lovers, 
Shakespeare also presents different types of pbilosophers, 
frequently pairing them so that tbrough their juxtaposition 
he may present some type of ideal. For example, tbe audience 
sees the court and the country tbrougb Touchstone and Corin, 
and Motley and Melancholy through Touchstone and Jacques . 
Present in the two main groupings of philosophers is 
the Fool Touchstone. Many critics feel his position to be 
17Barber, "The Use of Comedy ," p. 22. 
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centra l in the play, and he is undoubtedly extremely important 
to any comment Shakespeare is making. As John Russell Brown 
illustrates, 
By adding Touchstone to the story he had found in Lodge's 
Rosalynde, Shakespeare has emphasized the implicit 
judgment of this play; by contrast and relationship witb 
other characters, Touchstone illuminates the main tbeme 
in each of its tree branches--social disorder, Arden's 
subjective order, and love's order. And Shakespeare's 
preoccupation with these ideas becomes even clearer 
when we notice that Jacques, his other major Addition to 
Lodge, is used in the same threefold manner.1 
D. J. Palmer also mentions Touchstone's function in the play, 
commenting on the importance of bis name: a touchstone is a 
stone used to test the value of gold and silver. He continues, 
saying that Touchstone is used 
... to reflect the nature of those he confronts. 
His wit exposes folly, and his sophistication 
forces simplicity to know itself. As a fool by art, 
Touchstone holds a mirror to the whole world, since 
his favorite mode of speech and action is parody. 
Significantly, he is 'the more fool' in Arden (II. 
iv. 13) for everyone becomes more fully himself in the forest . 19 
Many characters in the play also , consciously or unconSCiously, 
comment on Touchstone and his purpose. At one point Celia 
remarks: 
Peradventure this is not Fortune's work neither . 
but Nature's. who perceiveth our natural wits too 
dull to reason of such goddesses and hath sent this 
natural for our whetstone ; for always the dullness 
of the fool is the whetstone of wits (I. ii. 49-53). 
18John Russell Brown . Shakes¥eare and His Comedies (London : Methuen and Co. Ltd.. 195 ). p. 153. 
19D. J. Palmer . "Art and Nature in As You Like It." 
Philological Quarterly 49 (January 1970): 35. 
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Touchstone certainly does serve as a type of whetstone for 
the other characters in the play, particularly in the cases 
of Corin and Jacques; however, his function is not so simplis-
tic as it may appear. In the scene where Touchstone asks 
Corin if he has ever been at court and finds that he has not , 
Touchstone says, "Truly thou art damned, like an ill-roasted 
egg, all on one side" (III. i1. 36-37). He tben proceeds to 
show, through a process of inductive reasoning, wby tbe 
shepherd is damned. As be says, 
Wby if tbou never wast at court, tbou never saw'st good 
manners; if thou never saw'st good manner, tben tby 
manners must be wicked, and wickedness is sin, and 
sin is damnation. Tbou art in a parlous state shepherd 
(III. ii. 39-43). 
This is a type of reasoning typical of tbe fool, and altbougb 
his logic may appear sound, it is obvious tbat be bas created 
a fallacy; bis conclusion is completely absurd. By camparins 
wicked manners to wickedness of cbaracter, Toucbstone is using 
a false analogy, and in his statins of an inference, wbat 
appears to be a logical conclusion is a non sequitur. Corin, 
bowever, returns with what be believes is a sound argument 
for the distinction between manners used at court and tbose 
practiced in the country. He states that country men do not 
kiss hands because of the uncleanliness frequently resulting 
from their work. This time Touchstone's rebuttal is logically 
sound. He points out that wbile a sbepherd's hands are 
frequently coated witb tar, tbose of a courtier are perfumed 
with civet, and "Civet is of a baser birtb than tar, tbe very 
uncleanly flux of a cat" (III. ii. 65-66). 
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In this scene between the two types of philosophers Shake-
speare does more than point out the simplicity of Carin tbrougb 
the use of the fool Touchs~one. Be shows that neitber cbar-
acter is the perfect philosopher. Corin is, as Touchstone 
noted, " ... like an ill-roasted egg, all on one side" (III. 
ii. 36-37). Because of tbis, be is not well-rounded and 
cannot competently comment on important issues. His frame 
of reference is too small to allow bim to serve as a model 
for the philosopber. As be says, be is a simple man and 
bis knowledge is of a practical nature. When Toucbstone asks, 
"Hast any pbilosopby in tbee sbepberd?" Corin replies, 
No more, but tbat I know tbe more one sickens, 
tbe worse at ease be is; and tbat be tbat wants 
money, means, and context, is witbout tbree good 
friends. Tbat good pasture makes fat sbeep; and 
tbat a great cause of nigbt is lack of tbe SUD. 
That be tbat hatb learned no wit by nature, nor 
art, may complain ot good breeding, or comes 
of a very dull kindred (III. ii. 23-30). 
Because of his inability to deal witb abstractions , Corin is 
indeed one-sided. However, since be makes no claim to being 
a philosopber, Sbakespeare's criticism of bim is not partic-
ularly stringent. Indeed, the playwright uses Corin more as 
an example of one extremity philosophers can exbibit than as 
a means of condemnation of tbe practical side of man . Nor 
does Touchstone make a model for tbe perfect pbilosopber. As 
has already been shown, bis arguments are peppered witb falla-
cies , and his reasoning, though subtle, is frequently 
inaccurate. He can, however, think in abstract terms, as the 
practical Corin is unable to do. 
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Through the juxtaposition of these two types of pbilos-
opbers , Shakespeare has again shown his audience tbat the 
perf ect model or ideal is not to be found in one specific 
person but ratber is reached tbrougb a melding of two sup-
posed opposites. Again, as witb tbe lovers, tbe pervading 
id.ea is one of balance in wbicb various cbaracteristics found 
in separate cbaracters may be mixed together to form a synthesis. 
Ferguson cOllll1ents on tbis juxtaposition between the two char-
acters wben be says tbat 
Touchstone and old Corin, the court or city man 
and tbe country pbilosopber, slyly sbow up eacb 
otber's delusions <Act III, scene 2). Corin re-
veals Toucbstone's artificialities, and Touchstone 
makes clear, with plenty of gory details, just what 
a messy business tbe breeding of sbeep really is.20 
Jenkins also mentions the conversation between Toucbstone 
and Corin, saying that "In Corin Shakespeare provides us 
wi th a touchstone with wh icb to test the pastoral." Be notes, 
in addition, that Shakespeare uses tbis dialogue as a means to 
point out the traditional antithesis between court and country.21 
It would appear, bowever, that Sbakespeare is also doins .are b~ 
using philosopby as the topic of tbeir conversation and posi-
tioning the characters so that tbe audience inevitably draws 
a comparison between them, and, finding neitber perfect, pro-
ceeds to form an ideal from a combination of traits from both. 
Because of Touchstone's unique position as a fool <as 
the Duke says, "He uses bis folly like a stalking-borse, and 
20Ferguson, Tbe Pattern in His Carpet, p. 153. 
21Jenkins, '~s You Like It ," p. 48. 
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under the presentation of that he shoots his wit " [V. iv. 
106-107]). Shakespeare is able to use him in still another 
pairing: the fool and the melancholy man . As in the previous 
pairing, these two characters also serve as types of philos-
ophers, and critics frequently comment on their relationship, 
a very complex one. Both Helen Gardner and C. L. Barber feel 
that the two serve as complementary commentators. Gardner 
states that "To balance Jacques, as anotber kind of cOlllDentator, 
we are given Toucbstone, critic and parodist of love and 
lovers and of court 'and courtiers.,,22 Barber also feels tbat 
Jacques and Touchstone serve somewhat tbe same purpose. As 
he sees it, 
Althougb both Jacques and Toucbstone are connected witb 
tbe action well enougb at tbe level of plot, tbeir real 
position is generally mediate between tbe audience 
and the play. Jacques' factitious melancboly ... 
serves primarily to set bim at odds witb Arden and so 
motivate a "contemplative" mockery from outside. 
Touchstone is put outside by his special status as a 
fool. 23 
Botb Touchstone and Jacques certainly make comments on tbe 
play, but it is perhaps well to remember a point Alfred 
Harbage makes when he says, "Wbenever in a play by Sbakespeare 
there is a commentator on tbe wortb of the other characters 
or the significance of the action , there is always sometbing 
about him to prevent our relying too implicitly upon bis 
22Helen Gardner, 'l\s You Like It ," in Twentieth Century 
Interpretations of As You Like ' It, ed. Jay L. Halto (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 57. 
23Barber, "The Use of Comedy," pp. 17-18. 
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words. ,,24 It is partially through an invited comparison between 
Touchstone and Jacques that Shakespeare throws doubt upon 
their reliability as commentators. In the case of Touchstone, 
this element of doubt has already been accomplished to a 
certain extent by the faulty logic he sometimes exhibits. 
Palmer recognizes one way in which Jacques' veracity is brought 
into question when he says, 
By allowing Jacques to give bis own account of tbis 
meeting [with Touchstone), Sbakespeare reveals both 
Jacques' identification of himself with tbe fool , 
and his inability to see how true the reflection is. 
There is an irony in Jacques' enthusiastic ambition 
for motley: '0 that I were a fool, ,25 
Although Jacques may not be aware of tbe existing irony, it 
is not lost on the audience. Since the possibility exists 
that Jacques is not aware of his own attitudes, the audience 
sees more readily that there may be doubts as to the reliabil-
ity of his comments on the attitudes, motives, and actions of 
others. 
Still another doubt about the reliability of Jacques 
arises through the very nature of his cbaracter. Jacques is 
cast, or perhaps casts himself, in the role of the Melancbolic. 
He describes this melancholy when he says tbat 
I have neitber the scholar's melancboly, wbich is 
emulation; nor tbe musician's, wbich is fantastical; 
nor the courtier's, wbich is proud; nor tbe soldier's, 
which is ambitious; nor the lawyer's, whicb is politic; 
nor the lady's, which is nice, nor the lover's, whicb 
is all of these; but it is a melancboly of mine own, 
Moral 
24Alfred Harbage, As Tbey Like It: A Study of Sbakesfiare's 
Artistry (Gloucester, Mass.: peter smith, 1971), p. 10. 
25Palmer, "Art and Nature," p. 34. 
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compounded of many simples, extracted from many objects . 
and indeed the sundry contemplation of my travels. 
in which my often rumination wraps me in a most humor-
ous sadness (IV . i. 10-19). 
While he may feel that he is giving justification for his 
melancholy. it actually seems that he is instead showing that 
it has no rational justification; it is simply a pose that 
he has adopted. perhaps because he feels it is expected of 
him. Rosalind lends further support to tbis idea wben sbe 
says. 
Farewell Monsieur Traveller: look you lisp, and 
wear strange suits; disable all tbe benefits of your 
own country; be out of love witb your nativity, and 
almost cbide God for making you tbat countenance you 
are; or I will scarce tbink you bave swam in a 
gundello {IV. i. 3l-36}. 
Jacques witb bis melancholy, wbetber real or assumed , cannot 
make reliable comments because wbatever be sees is colored 
by his own interpretation or feelings. For example, wben be 
meets Orlando in the forest, Jacques first asks, "Will you 
sit down with me, and we two will rail against our mistress 
the world, and all our misery" {III. ii. 277-279}. By Orlando's 
response, " I will chide no breather in the world but myself 
against whom I know most faults " (III . ii. 280-281), Jacques 
realizes that he has not found a companion filled witb mel-
ancholy. and so ilmlediately answers, "The worst fault you bave , 
is to be in love" (III. ii. 282), a rather unusual response 
since being in love is not usually considered a fault but more 
akin to a blessing. Because of his melancboly, however, 
Jacques reflects his own attitude in his comment on Orlando's 
situation. Through situations such as this. Shakespeare sbows 
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the audience that in Jacques he has not created a commentator 
who can be relied upon. 
Priestly also considers both Jacques and Touchstone 
in their function as commentators. He feels that 
. . . while these two seem to run together most of 
the way, Touchstone parodying to Jacques' applause, 
there is a very real and very important difference 
in their respective attitudes. Motley is a better 
critic than Melancholy. He is a better critic be-
cause, unlike Jacques, he does not completely detach 
himself from his fellow mortals but identifies himself 
with them; he does not say, in effect, 'What beasts 
you are!' ;2ftnd so, like a true comic genius, he is 
universal . 
It may indeed be true that Motley is a better critic than 
Melancholy, but that does not necessarily imply that he is 
the best. Because of the acknowledged comparison between 
the two, it seems likely that Shakespeare is again showing 
the audience tbat wbat is needed is a synthesis, a combining 
of aspects from both characters. At one point, Rosalind says, 
"I had rather have a fool to make me merry tban experience to 
make me sad" (IV. i. 25-27), and wbile it is true that most 
people would rather be merry than sad, botb emotions are extremes, 
and neither makes a balanced point of view when considered alone. 
Togethe r , they combine to complement e ach other, forming, 
through their synthesis, a balanced view of reality. In this 
same way, Touchstone and Jacques combine to form the balance 
necessary for a reliable commentator; botb tbe sad and the merry 
are natural parts of life, and any commentator must be aware 
26Priestly , "Touchstone, ,. p. 162. 
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not just of one or the othe r but of both. Jacques ' yearning 
for Touchstone'S mo t ley and Touchstone's practical marriage 
to Audre y, both r eaching for traits beyond the usual scope of 
their character , definitely show the necessity of this synthesis. 
Another striking example of grouping among the characters 
exists in the two sets of brothers: Duke Senior and Duke 
Frederick, Oliver and Orlando. As David Young states , Shake-
speare changed his source , Lodge's Rosalynde, when he decided 
to make brothers 01" the two dukes, and "By matcbing tbem tbus 
with Orlando and Oliver, he strengthened tbe parallel between 
the violations of natural bonds and relationships wbicb lead 
to the pastoral sojourn.,,27 This double pairing strengtbens 
the parallel by adding double empbasis. McFarland also notes 
the effect Shakespeare achieves. As be says , 
It is bitter irony that in tbis play tbe comic motif 
of repetition doubles tbe Cain-and-Abel motif by extend-
ing it from Oliver and Orlando to tbe young Duke aDd the 
old DUke. In tbe supporting trope of OrlaDdo aDd 
Oliver, moreover, the trouble between tbe brothers 
specifically involves, as does that of Cain and Abel, 
tbe relationship between fatber and son: 
My father charged you in his will to give me 
good education: you have trained me like a 
peasant , obscuring and hiding from me all 
gentleman-like qualities. Tbe spirit of my 
father grows strong in me, and I will no 
longer endure it .... 28 
In both instances, the main problem likes in a Violation of 
the natural order : the young duke wrongfully usurps the old 
duke, and Oliver attempts to deprive Orlando of his patrimony. 
27Young, The Heart's Forest, p. 41. 
28McFarland , Shakespeare's Pastoral Comedy , p. 99. 
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Whil e the brothers do r epr ese n t a n exce llent example of 
pairing among the c haract e rs , they deal more closely wit h 
order and thus will be discusse d more fully in another chapter. 
This overlapping is a problem that cannot be avoided, and 
it is part of the beautiful symmetry of the play. Many areas 
such as plot, character, and setting cannot be clearly 
separated into completely distinct groups , but instead, the 
threads entwine to form the playas a whole. Because the 
symmetry and balance are pervasive , the organic relationships 
of the synthesis are so complete that an analysis, to avoid 
undue repetition, may appropriately consider similar facets of 
the relationships in several different places. 
CHAPTER II 
SETTING 
Shakespeare's As You Like It contains two distinct 
settings : the court of Duke Frederick and the forest of Arden. 
Through an implied comparison of the two, tbe dramatist again 
suggests an idea of the balance necessary for a well-rounded 
world view. A limited examination at first reveals that the 
court is evil , while tbe country (Arden) is good. Since 
Duke Frederick bas usurped tbe power of bis elder brotber (tbus 
violating the natural order), it appears that bis court is botb 
evil and corrupt; and it is, for tbe most part. Since ~ke 
Senior, although living in banishment, is actually the rigbtful 
ruler, Arden appears the opposite: good and just , wbich it 
also is. To accept a simple dichotomy as complete ignores tbe 
complexity of tbe play. Neither the court nor the country is 
purely good or evil, as Albert Cirillo notes when he says , 
Both forest and court are polarities in the overall 
symbolism of the play (as, indeed, they are in tbe 
conventions of Renaissance pastoral): the court is 
the active life of ambition and struggle , the world of 
'politics' and power; the forest is the garden , tbe 
world of pastoral ease and idyllic innocence, of gllile-
lessness and faith--at least, tbese are tbe reverbera tions 
which Shakespeare is utilizing as bis background motif. 
In the end, of course, we discover. as we are meant to , 
that real life is botb, not one or the other.29 
29Albert Cirillo, "As You Like It: Pastoralism Gone 
Awry, " English Literary History 33 (March 1971): 26. 
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Again, Shakespeare strives for a sense of balance through the 
use of supposed opposites. Because he combines elements of 
both settings into a synthesis, he forms in the mind of the 
audience an idea of the substance of the real world. Just 
as with the characters, the two settings cannot be limited 
to completely stylized ideals. 
Norman Rabkin takes note of this frequent use of opposites 
when he states: 
From the beginning of his career to its end, Sbakespeare 
maintains amid the obvious variety of bis work a strik-
ingly consistent approach to the world he imitates. 
This consistency is apparent .... not in the repeti-
tion of themes, but rather in a characteristic mode of 
vision, a view of the world as problematical in ways whieh, 
tbough infinitely various, share a common pattern. 
Shakespeare tends to structure bis imitations in terms of 
a pair of polar opposites--reason and passion in Haclet 
for instance, or reason and faitb, reason and love, 
reason and imagination; Realpolitik and tbe traditioDal 
political order, Realpolitik and the political ideali .. ; 
bedonism and responsibility, the world aDd tbe traDsceDdeDt, 
life and deatb, justice and mercy. Generally tbe opposi-
tion is ratber between two complexes of related ela.eDts 
than simply between two single ideals. Always the dra.atic 
structure sets up the opposed ideals or group. of ideals 
and putting a double valuation on each is tbe basis 
of Shakespeare's comedy as well a. his tragedy, and it is 
clearly the source of a good deal of hi. power. 30 
One pair of opposites may clearly be seen in the conflict 
of reason and love, particularly as seen in Rosalind and 
Orlando and Touchstone and Audrey. Both couples marry, but 
for supposedly opposite purposes. They do, bowever, as 
Rabkin suggests, present equally plausible motivation, partic-
ularly from their own viewpOint. And indeed, as was seen in 
30Norman Rabkin, Shakes eare and the Common UDderstandin 
(London: Col1ier-MacMillilri Ltd. ,196 ,pp. 11-12. 
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the discussion of the lovers, the reader cannot categorically 
decide in favor of either reason or love ; instead he is l e d 
to see the necessity of a synthesis between the two apparent 
opposites. 
Shakespeare uses a similar opposition in the setting. 
The court and the country are set up as polar opposites, 
but included in the obvious differences between the two 
settings is the implicit comparison of two other opposites: 
Duke Frederick and Duke Senior. In establishing these compar-
isons, it is immediately apparent that Shakespeare did not 
intend them to be equally appealing, but he does make it 
difficult to completely condemn or endorse either of them. 
The court, presided over by Duke Frederick, does not present 
a particularly enticing picture. In the first place, the 
Duke is clearly a tyrant. Celia, at one point, mentions "My 
father's rough and envious disposition" (I. 11. 237), and the 
Duke himself frequently exhibits these traits, as when be 
banishes Oliver for the deeds of Orlando. As be says, after 
questioning Oliver on tbe disappearance of Orlando: 
Not seen him since? Sir, sir, that cannot be. 
But were I not the better part made mercy , 
I sbould not seek an absent argument 
Of my revenge, thou present (III. i. 1-4). 
Such speeches sbow clearly the temperament of the Duke, and to 
some extent that of the court. But it must also be remembered 
that Touchstone, upon arriving in Arden, makes a comment tbat 
casts some doubt upon the perfection of Arden. As Jenkins 
indicates, 
The contrast between court and country is thus presented 
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and our preference is very plain. Yet as a counter-
poise to all this, there is one man in the country-side 
who actually prefers the court. Finding himself in 
Arden, Touchstone d3~ides: 'When I was at home, I was 
in a better place.' 
And he probably had justification for his sentiments. While 
Arden might not contain the dangers provided by the tyrant 
Duke, it would appear that it is not perfection. 
In his speech at the opening of Act II, Duke Senior, 
while ostensibly praising the forest, actually indicates some 
of its flaws: 
Now my co-mates and brothers in exile, 
Hath not old custom made this life more sweet 
Than tbat of painted pomp? Are not tbese woods 
More free from peril tban tbe envious court? 
Here feel we not tbe penalty of Ad •• , 
The seasons difference, as tbe icy fang 
And churlisb cbiding of tbe winter's wind, 
Which wben it bites and blows upon my body 
Even till I sbrink witb cold, I smile, and say 
Tbis is no flattery; tbese are counsellors 
That feelingly persuade me wbat I am. 
Sweet are tbe uses of adversity, 
Wbicb, like tbe toad ugly and ve na.o us , 
Wears yet a precious jewel in bis bead. 
And tbis our life, exempt from public baunt, 
Finds tongues in trees, books in running brooks, 
Sermons in stones, and good in everytbing (II. i. 1-17). 
While the Duke purports to find "good in everything," it is 
important to note that he also mentions such things as the icy 
winter wind. He states that tbese winds " ... are counsel10rs/ 
That feelingly persuade me what I am," and indeed they should, 
reminding him that he is a man and therefore susceptible to 
the forces of nature and the changing of the seasons. Later 
Arden also supplies a lioness and a serpent, lending furtber 
evidence to the idea that it is not a perfect world, just as 
31Jenkins, 'I\s You Like It ," p. 44. 
, 
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the court also contains its own faults. In the Duke's 
speech Shakespeare neatly illustrates the flaws of both 
settings in a remarkable way. The Duke, when mentioning 
the winter wind, compares it to the flattery found at court, 
thus using one analogy to include the major flaws of both 
settings. In so doing, Shakespeare makes his audience aware 
of the imperfections to be found in both places and again 
suggests the idea that what is needed is a synthesis between 
the two. Both have their favorable aspects: the court affords 
protection from the more uncomfortable qualities of nature 
while the country provides a certain amount of freedom from 
false flatterers; however, both settings also possess certain 
disadvantages. There is something to be gained from them both, 
and Shakespeare makes tbe audience aware of this. Jenkins 
sees tbis combining process as an enlargement of vision: 
Shakespeare, tben, builds up bis ideal world and 
lets his idealists scorn the real one. But into 
tbeir midst be introduces people who .ack tbeir 
ideals and others who mock tbem. One must Dot 
say tbat Shakespeare never judges, but one judg-
ment is always being modified by another. Opposite 
views may contradict one another, but of course they 
do not cancel out. Instead they add up to an all-
embracing view far lar§er and more satisfying than 
any of them in itself. 2 
It is this ability of Shakespeare's to combine seeming 
opposites , including settings, wbich contributes to the over-
all balance of the play. 
Another dramatic resource with which Shakespeare helps 
maintain balance in the setting is a sbifting between the 
32Ibid., p. 45. 
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court and the country. While the majority of the ac tion 
occurs in the country, at times the court is again brought 
into focus through a reversal in setting. These reversals 
help to further the plot (bringing Oliver to the forest, for 
example,), but in addition tbey keep the audience aware of the 
fact tbat Arden, thougb isolated, is not a complete world unto 
itself. It is a segment of tbe whole, not a separate entity. 
One way in wbicb Shakespeare curtails the isolation of 
Arden is through the arrival of various characters from the 
court. With the entrance of Rosalind, Celia, and Touchstone, 
an additional part of the court joins those already banished. 
Rosalind, like her father, has been forced to leave the court; 
Celia and Touchstone choose to accompany her. Tbe very cause 
of their journey serves to remind the audience of the court, 
as does their continued presence in Arden. Circumstances are 
indeed somewhat out at tbe ordinary when two Duke's daughters 
find themselves forced to play the roles of a shepberdess and 
her brother. Orlando, when first meeting Rosalind in Arden , 
immediately notices that she belongs to a different element 
of society. He quickly note s that "Your accent is something 
finer than you could purchase in so removed a dwelling" (III . 
ii. 340-341), again reminding the reader that Rosalind , like 
the others dwelling in Arden, bas been polished by another 
environment. In addition , Rosalind's continued use of the 
disguise as Ganymede also contributes to the task of lessening 
the isolation of Arden. If the situation were near normal, 
the daughter of the Duke would hardly wander about disguised 
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as a young man . Grante d , Rosa lind's disguise se r ve s o ther 
f unctions, such a s a testing ground for Orlando's love , but 
the audience is not likely to forget that she assumed the role 
of Ganyme de when she had to flee to court . 
The entrance of Orlando serves further to reinforce the 
relationships between the court and Arden. He flees not only 
the tyranny of Duke Frederick but also his brother Oliver, 
closely associated with the court of the Duke. He, like 
Rosalind, is accompanied by someone (his servant Adam) join-
ing the flight from a sense of loyalty. Orlando himself notes 
how unusual the quality of loyalty is becoming when he says: 
o good old man, how well in thee appears 
The constant service of the antique world , 
When service sweat for duty , not for need. 
Thou art not for the fashion of tbese times, 
Whe re none will sweat, but for promotion (II. iii. 56-60). 
This example of loyalty shown through Adam aids in reminding 
the reader that many of the other c haracters found in Arden 
have also left their natural babitat out of a sense of loyalty. 
Tbe wrestler Charles , when speaking to Oliver, mentions tbis 
fact when he says, "That is, the old Duke is banished by bis 
yo unger brother tbe new Duke ; and tbree of four loving lords 
have put themselves into voluntary exile with bim .. " 
(1. i. 98-100). Tbis use of character is one way in whicb 
Shakespeare helps keep the audience aware of the fact tbat 
while Arden is separate from tbe court, it is not independent 
of it. 
The dramatist also furtber negates tbe idea of Arden ' s 
isolation through the conclusion of tbe play. The action 
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begins with part of the court traveling to the country and 
ends with the entrance of Jacques de Boys , who says : 
Duke Frederick, hearing how that every day 
Men of great worth resorted to this forest. 
Addressed a mighty power, which were on foot 
In his own conduct, purposely to take 
His brother here, and put him to the sword/ 
And to the skirts of this wild wood he came; 
Where meeting with an old religious man, 
After some question with him, was converted 
Both from his enterprise, and from the world. 
His crown bequeathing to his banished brother, 
And all their lands restored to them again 
That were with him exiled (V. iv. l54-l65). 
To this news the Duke responds: 
First, in this forest, let us do those ends 
That here were well begun, and well begot. 
And after, every of this happy number 
That have endured shrewd days and nights with us, 
Shall share the good of our returned fortune, 
According to the measure of their states (V. iv. 170-175). 
Through the message of Jacques de Boys and the answer of the 
Duke, Shakespeare shows the audience that while the brief 
sojourn in the country was enjoyable, it would not be proper 
for it to continue indefinitely. With the return to court, 
Shakespeare reunites the two settings, for it would seem 
natural to suppose that the country party will take what they 
have learned with them on their return. 
In addition to these uses of the setting, many critics 
have also noted another aspect of Shakespeare's use of 
Arden. By placing a portion of the play in the country, the 
dramatist is drawing on the literary tradition of the pastoral. 
Jenkins notes one use of the double setting when he states: 
A contrast with the ideal state (Arden) was 
necessitated by the literary tradition itself, 
since the poet seeking an escape into the simple 
life was expe cted to hint at the ills of the socie ty 
he was escaping from. That me ant expecially the 
courts of princes , where l ife -- it was axiomatic --
was at its most artificial. And the vivid sketching 
in of the courtly half of the antithesis is .. . an 
important function of As You Like It's maligne d first 
act . With the first speech of the banished Duke at 
the opening of the second act , the complete contrast 
is before us; for, while introducing us to Arden , 
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this speech brings into focus ~he first act which ha~ 
just culminated in the usurperer's murderous malice. 3 
Since Shakespeare uses a rustic setting and includes shepherds 
in the cast, there can be no doubt that he is utilizing the 
pastoral tradition, but since Arden is no ideal world, it 
seems unlikely that As You Like It can be considered completely 
as a pastoral drama. Many critics feel that Sbakespeare is 
perhaps parodying the pastoral convention. Since the pastoral 
world should be populated witb idyllic shepberds and sbepberd-
esses , it does appear somewbat out of keeping witb tbe tradition 
to find such characters as Silvius, Phebe, Audrey, and William, 
all of whom are somewbat less than ideal. Oscar Campbell 
states that when going to Arden, Rosalind and Orlando meet 
. . . characters who belong to tbe most artificial 
of all worlds of fiction , the pastoral romance. 
Silvius, the sighing love-sick swain , is tbere, and 
Phebe, the obstinately chaste shepberdess. So are 
William and Audrey, neither of wbom bas ever been 
washed by tbe romantic imagination or any otber known 
cleansing agent. They are tbe shepherd and his lass 
as they really are, ignorant dirty louts -- simple 
folk who know nothing but what Nature has taugbt them. 
. . . The play tbus ridis~les the belief that life 
close to Nature is best. 
33 Ibid . , p. 44. 
340scar James Campbell, Shakespeare's Satire (London : 
Archon Books, 1963), p. 48. 
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Campbell fails to i nc lude Co r i n in this grouping , but even 
if he fulfills the pastoral ideal, he does not sufficiently 
negate the presence of the other natives, who are, according 
to Camp be 11, ". . . either literary types exaggerated out of 
all possible human semblance, or crude earthly rustics . .,35 
Since Shakespeare thus populates his pastoral retreat, ob-
viously he is in part mocking the tradition. If he were not, 
part of the purpose might be lost. Had Shakespeare chosen 
to present Arden as truly ideal, there would be DO need for 
the return to the court implied in the conclusion of the 
play. Having set up the contrast with the court at the 
beginning, thereby fulfilling, as Jenkins noted, a part of 
the pastoral requirements, there would have been no need for 
Shakespeare to continually remind the audience of the presence 
of the court in the background, as he certainly does. Arden 
may indeed be partly , as Jenkins calls it , 
. 'the golden world' to which, with the begin-
ning of the second act, Shakespeare at once transports 
us, such a world as has been the dream of poets since 
at least the time of Virgil, wben, wearied with the 
toilings and wrangl1ngs of society, they yearn for the 
simplicity and innocence of what tbey choose to think 
man's natural state. It is of course a very literary 
tradition that Shakespeare is here using, but the 
long voyage of the pastoral suggests tbat it is 
connected with a universal impulse of tbe human 
mind, to which Shakespeare iD As You Like It is 
giving permanent expression. 36 
The golden world mentioned by Jenkins naturally brings to 
mind the green world of Northrop Frye. As he s ees it : 
35Ibid., p. 64. 
36Jenkins , '''s You Like It ,"p. 43. 
There is a group of come dies ... in which t he 
action moves from a world o f pare ntal tyranny 
and irrational law into a f orest . There the comic 
resolution is attained , and the cast returns with 
it into their former world . The forest world pre-
sents a society in contrast to the one outside it , 
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as the court of Duke Senior i s in contrast to the court 
of Duke Frederick. The forest society is more flexible 
and tolerant than its counterpart .... This forest I 
have elsewhere called the green world. . . and it 
represents a structural principle found in various 
forms in all the comedies. It is the place where the 
upper or purely human world toward whicb tbe comic 
action moves begins to t~~e sbape, and around wbich 
that world crystallizes. 
However, there is too much evidence of discord in Arden to 
assume that Sbakespeare is attempting to return completely 
to the innocence and simplicity of man's natural state. It 
is perbaps more likely that Sbakespeare instead attempts wbat 
Barber suggests when be states that "The satirist presents 
life as it is and ridicules it because it is not ideal, 
as we would like it to be and as it sbould be. Sbakespeare 
goes the otber way around: be represents or evokes an ideal 
life, and then makes fun of it because it does not square with 
life, as it ordinarily is.,,38 Since Sbakespeare takes wbat is 
supposedly an ideal situation and includes such things as an 
i cy wind , a lioness , and a serpent , it seems that he may indeed 
be doing this. The possibility exists , however , that 
Shakespeare, in addition to what Jenkins and Barbe r suggest , 
accomplishes even more through his use of the pastoral tradition, 
37Northrop Frye, A Natural Perspective (New York : 
Columbia University Press, 1965), p. 48. 
38Barber, Festive Comedy , pp. 228-229 . 
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Shakespeare indeed makes fun of the unachievable ideal while, 
through the use of this me thod, reminding his audience that 
the real world is truly di fferent from the ideal. He may per-
haps be suggesting that reality lies somewhere between the 
evil of the court and the good of the country . Again, the 
pervading idea of balance becomes apparent. Since Shakespeare 
refuses to allow either the court or tbe country to be limited 
entirely to either good or evil. the natural conclusion seems 
to lie in a combination of e lements from botb settings. As 
with the cbaracters, Sbakespeare refuses to allow tbe setting 
to remain witbin strict boundaries but instead sbows bow tbey 
overlap, tbus suggesting the syntbesis necessary to attain a 
median. Ralpb Berry notes this blending wben be states : 
As You Like It I take to be a synthesis of two struc-
tures, that of romance and antiromance. The romantic 
elements need no recapitulation bere; tbey compose. 
quite simply, the plot. Of tbe antiromantic elements, 
much has already been commented on. For example: 
Rosalind, Touchstone, and Jacques provide a running fire 
(within the spectrum realism-satire) on tbe posturing 
romantics. Tbe§B are plenty of overt hints tbat Arden 
is no paradise. 
Nor did Shakespeare apparently intend to provide his characters 
with a paradise, for that would be out of keeping with what 
he accomplishes. Had Arden been an actual Eden, it would have 
been difficult for the characters to gain knowledge that would 
be of real value in the world to wbich they must return. Wbat 
Shakespeare needed , and set up, was a retreat from the struc-
tured world, one in which his characters could experience , with 
39Ralph Berry, Shakespeare's Comedies (Princeton , N. J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1972), p. 175. 
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a freedom unattainable e lsewhe r e , e ve nts which would enable 
them to better cope with the world of reality. Had Arden been 
truly ideal. Touchstone could not have found his Audrey, for 
she would not exist in a truly pastoral setting. On the other 
hand, if it had not been set apart from the world in some way, 
Rosalind would not have been able to test Orlando's love or , 
perhaps Dlore importantly, enjoy the very unusual experience of 
participating in life as a supposed member of the opposite 
sex. She apparently gains a great deal of insight from the 
dual role she plays, or at least s~e has ample opportunity to 
do so. The pastoral convention, amplified with his own 
modifications, allows Shakespeare the opportunity of creating 
the exact setting necessary to accomplish this. In the first 
place, he can, by drawing on the already established literary 
traditions and using the pastoral as a necessary retreat, 
alleviate the necessity for creating an entire setting. He 
need merely evoke the pastoral tradition for his readers to 
understand at least a part of his purpose. But in addition to 
merely utilizing a pastoral setting , Shakespeare also gently 
mocks the tradi t ion, placing discordant elements in Arden , 
and thereby alleviatin~ the danger of detaching his char-
acters too far from the real world. Cirillo is quite aware of 
what Shakespeare does with the setting when he says that the 
poet makes 
. . . the pastoral a necessarily ephemeral but 
educative experience for the characters of the 
comedy. By making the forest of Arden a temporary 
retreat from the Machiavellian court, Shakespeare 
suggests the ideal which should be the foundation 
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of the real; but by consistentl y undercutting the 
pastoral convention as a convention , he also suggests 
that the ideal of the pastoral is not an end in itself--
which would be attainable in any case--but the underlying 
substance of the real, the world of the possible wbich 
should inform the actual. At its sophisticated best--
as it is bere--pastoral gives an image of the bigh ideals 
towards which life in tbe world should be aiming. 40 
This dual use of the tradition enables Shakespeare to maintain 
in the mind of the audience tbe balance that is necessarily 
a part of the real world; it is neither ideal nor evil, but 
rather a combination, and from an exposure to botb, bis 
characters arrive at what is real. Arden is a necessary part 
of the development of the cbaracters , but it is not merely an 
end in itself; it exists ratber, as Cirillo suggests, 
" primarily for the cbaracters wbo enter the world--
temporarily--and emerge with a new perspective on life.,,41 
Another area in wbicb Sbakespeare again simultaneously 
utilizes and mocks tradition can be seen in Euphui... During 
Shakespeare's time, the Eupbuistic tradition was fairly well-
establisbed, just as was tbe pastoral, and tbe playwrigbt 
employs bis audience's familiarity witb the tradition as a 
backdrop from wbicb he can expand bis own use of it. 
Since, bowever, modern connotations of tbe term are varied , 
a look at the concept as used bere is in order. Hugb Holman 
defines Euphuism as 
An affected style of speech and writing wbicb 
flourisbed late in tbe sixteenth century in 
England. . It took its name from Eupbues 
(1578, 1580) by John Lyly. The chief character-
istics of euphuism are: balanced construction . 
40Cirillo, "Pastoralism Gone Awry," pp. 19-20. 
41Ibid., p. 21. 
often antithetical and combined with alliteration, 
excessive use of the rhetorical question; a heaping 
up of similes, illustrations, and examples , especial-
ly those drawn from mythology and 'unnatural natural 
history' about the fabulous habits and qualities of 
animals and plants. 42 
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Again, one of the mos t striking of Euphuism's qualities is 
a balanced construction, but examination of Shakespeare's 
use of the tradition may reveal another type of balance. 
Since he not only employs the tradition but also mocks it, 
Shakespeare may again suggest an idea of synthesis. Barber 
notes that Shakespeare avoids becoming truly euphuistic when 
he says: 
The comic prose of the period. . . combines the 
extravagant linguistic reach of the early clowns' 
prose with tbe sophisticated wit whicb in the 
earlier plays was usually cast, less flexibly, in 
verse. Higbly patterned, it is built up of balanced 
and serial clauses, witb everytbing linked togetber 
by alliteration and kicked along by puns. Yet it 
avoids a stilted, Euphuistic effect because regular 
patterns are set goin& only to be broken to 
underscore humor by asymmetry.f3 
This idea seems similar to what Sbakespeare accomplisbed 
with the pastoral tradition. An examination of some specific 
passages will help to show how Shakespeare uses the tradition 
and how he mocks it. Act II opens with what can be considered 
an example of Euphuistic speech. In this speech, tbe Duke 
describes the forest setting; he ends by saying. 
Sweet are the uses of adversity, 
Whicb, like the toad Ugly and venomous, 
42C. Hugh Holman, A Handbook to Literature 3rd ed. (New 
York: The Odyssey Press, 1972), p. 210. 
43Barber, Festive Comedy, p. 234. 
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~ears yet a precious jewel in his head. 
And this our life, exempt from public haunt , 
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks, 
Sermons in stones, and good in everything (II. i. 12-17). 
This speech contains some of the characteristics of Euphuism , 
such as the simile comparing adversity with the jewel in the 
toad's head (an example from Pliney ' s Unnatural Natural History), 
and the balance and alliteration of tongues in trees, books 
in brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything. Shake-
speare, however, does not allow this type of speech to continue 
for long . IlIIDediately following, Amiens remarks, "Happy is 
your Grace,/That can translate the stubbornness of fortunel 
Into so quiet and so sweet a style" (II. i. 18-20), tbus 
immediately reminding the audience tbat the nice sounding 
words are actually describing a situation that is far from 
ideal. Tbis same reinforcing of reality occurs again in 
Act II when, after Jacques' speech on the seven ages of man 
(obviously Euphuistic because of its use of balanced structure) , 
Orlando enters with Adam. Since Jacques has just described 
the last stage of man as " ... second childishness and ~re 
oblivion,lSans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste , sans everything" 
(II. vii. 164-165), tbe entrance of tbe faithful old Adam, who 
has followed Orlando into the forest, even providing the 
traveling money, establisbes a marvelous antithesis , 
juxtaposing a kind of realism with the artificial convention. 
Again, Sbakespeare utilizes wbat is useful in the tradition 
without allowing it to degenerate into precious artificiality. 
Shakespeare employs many methods to keep bis audience 
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aware that desirable reality is a median that lies between 
extremes. His use of opposites in the setting , for example , 
enforces the idea that balance is a key to what is desirable 
and real, as does his utilization of the pastoral tradition. 
The dual use and mocking of Euphuism also contribute to this 
same end, gently leading, not forcing, the audience to a real-
ization of the dangers that lie either in extremes or extremely 
limited situations. He continually reinforces a concept of 
balance reached through synthesis. When such things as Sbake-
speare's delicate, simultaneous use and parody of a tradition 
are considered, it is difficult to agree wholeheartedly with 
Parrott, who feels that "Properly to appreciate As You Like It 
we must forget for a time all matters of dramatic technique, 
all conceptions of a 'well-made' play, and be content, like 
the inhabitants of Arden to 'fleet the time carelessly. ,,,44 
Actually, it appears that it would perhaps be better to ser-
iously consider all aspects of dramatic technique, for As You 
Like It is clearly a well-constructed play. 
44parrott, Shakespearean Comedy, p. 178. 
CHAPTER III 
ORDER 
The Elizabethan was passionately committed to the idea 
of an orderly universe. As E. M. W. Tillyard comments, 
" this idea of cosmic order was one of the genuine 
ruling ideas of the age and perhaps the most characteristic. 
Such ideas, like our everyday manners, are the least disputed 
and the least paraded in the creative literature of the time.,,45 
This does not, however, mean that the concept cannot be found 
in the literature of the period. 46 In fact, it seems rather 
that the concept of order permeates some of that literature, 
and it may be easily discerned in As You Like It. As Tillyard's 
analogy with everyday manners suggests, tbe idea is perhaps 
not stated but instead is one foundation upon which the play 
is built. In a contempoTary drama, the everyday manners of the 
age are frequently not emphasized; they simply exist throughout 
the playas accepted conduct. Such is the case with the 
Elizabethan idea of order. Instead of stressing the philosophy, 
Shakespeare assumes that his audience is familiar with it and 
45Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture, p. vii. 
46It should be noted that Shakespeare gives a great deal 
of attention to the concept of order (and the chain of being) 
in Ulysses' speech (I. iii. 18-134) in Troilus and Cressida. 
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proceeds to reinforce it by first upsetting the true order 
and then returning to it. Tillyard recognizes the Elizabethan 
familiarity with the concept when he says that 
Those (and they are at present the majority) who 
take their notion of the Elizabethan age princi-
pally from the drama will find it difficult to 
agree that its world picture was ruled by a gen-
eral conception of order, for at first sigbt tbat 
drama is anything but orderly. However, people 
are beginning to perceive that this drama was higbly 
stylized and conventional, tbat its technical 
licences are of certain kinds and fall into a pat-
tern, that its extravagant sentUDents are repetitions 
and not novelties; that it may after all bave its 
own, if queer, regulation. Actually, the case is sucb 
as I have described in my preface: the conception 
of order is so taken for granted, so mucb part of the 
collective mind of the people, tbat it is hardl~ men-
tioned except in explicitly didactic passages. 47 
The remarkable balance already observed testifies to the 
order found in the structure of Shakespeare's As You Like It; 
however, it should also prove fruitful to examine how the 
overall concept of order is made manifest in the play. 
Hardin Craig has contributed a great deal to the study 
of the Elizabethan era, and also to its concept of order. 
Accordingly, he realizes that 
The laws and principles of the great machina superior 
were sound and comprehensible. Broadly speaking, order 
(synonymously justice or natural law) was conceived 
of as the fundamental cohesive principle of the 
cosmological system, and similitude or correspondence 
as the means by which this principle was operative in 
the universe. 48 
47Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture , p. 9. 
48Hardin Craig , The Enchanted Glass (Oxford : Basil 
Blackwell, 1960), p. 11. In addition to Craig, A. O. Lovejoy 
has also contributed to the scholarship in this area. His 
The Great Chain of Being, an examination of the Elizabethan 
chain of being, initiated the study of the history of ideas. 
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From this , it may be seen that to the Elizabethans the idea 
of order was not necessarily something of secondary impor-
tance. It was instead one of the most thoroughly influen-
tial concepts of the century . They believed that the earth 
was a reflection of the universal order, and thus it should 
remain within certain bounds. Tillyard quotes Elyot's first 
chapter of the Governor (published 1531) to show the importance 
this concept held for the age. In this passage, Elyot says: 
Take away order from all things, wbat sbould tben 
remain? Certes notbing finally, except some man 
would imagine eftsoons cbaos. Also wbere tbere is 
any lack of order needs must be perpetual conflict. 
And in tbings subject to nature notbing of bimself 
only may be nourisbed, but, wben be batb destroyed 
tbat wberewitb be dotb participate by tbe order of 
his creation, be bimself of necessity must tben 
perisb; whereof ensuetb universal dissolution. 
Hatb not God set degrees and estates in all 
bis glorious works? First in his beavenly minis-
ters, wbom be bath constituted in divers degrees 
called beirarcbies. Bebold the four ele.ants, wbere-
of tbe body of man is compact, bow tbey be set in 
tbeir places called spberes, bigber or lower accor-
ding to tbe sovereignty of tbeir natures. Bebold 
also the order tbat God bath put generally in all 
his creatures, beginning at tbe most inferior or base 
and ascending upward. He made not only herbs to 
garnish the earth but also trees of a more eminent 
stature tban herbs. Simblably (sic) in birds 
beasts and fishes some be good for-the sustenance 
of man, some bear things profitable to sundry uses, 
others be apt to occupation and laborer. Every kind 
of trees herbs birds beasts and fisbes have a peculiar 
disposition appropered unto them by God their creator; 
so that in everything is order, and without order may 
be nothing stable or permanent. And it may not be 
called order except it do contain in it degrees, high 
and base, according to the merit or estimation of tbe 
thing that is ordered. 49 
49Elyot, Governor, cited by E. M. W. Tillyard , The 
Elizabethan World Picture (New York: Random House , n.d.), 
pp. 11-12. 
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One thing that should be observed in this passage is the 4mazing 
amount of detail. Everything has a specific place it occupies, 
even trees and herbs. SO All things , from angels to worms , 
are assigned a specific position in this interacting chain, 
and any deviation from the accepted standards would result in 
chaos , for , as Elyot says, It ••• without order may be nothing 
stable or permanent. It It is clear that the Elizabethans, more 
than people of most ages, feared chaos and instability, and 
a perversion of the natural order was a manifestation of 
instability. Tillyard expresses the Elizabethan fear of dis-
order when he maintains that 
If the Elizabethans believed in an ideal order animating 
earthly order, they were terrified lest it should be 
upset, and appalled by the visible tokens of disorder 
that suggested its upsetting. They were obsessed by 
the fear of chaos and the fact of mutability; and tbe 
obsession was powerful in proportion as tbeir faith in 
tbe cosmic order was strong. To us chaos means hardly 
more than confusion on a large scale; to an Elizabethan 
it meant the cosmic anarchy before creation and tbe 
wholesale dissolution that would result if the pressure 
of Providence relag!d and allowed the law of nature to 
cease functioning. 
Since this concern with order and disorder was so prevalent 
during the Elizabethan age, it seems only natural tbat a 
dramatist of Shakespeare's stature and perception would deal 
with it, and in As You Like It, Shakespeare confronts the 
SOIn Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare empbasizes the impor-
tance of such things as herbs, when they fulfill their proper 
function, notes the danger inherent when they are misused, and 
finally mentions the significance of position for all things 
when the Friar says, 
For naught so vile that on the earth doth live 
But to the earth some special good doth give; 
Nor aught so good but, strained from tbat fair use, 
Revolts from true birth, stumbling on abuse (II. iii. 17-20). 
51Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture, p. 16. 
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problem of order as it appears in human relationships, 
treating ch i e f ly three basic areas : Social order , Natural 
orde r , and Love ' s order. Again , it is Tillyard who mentions 
Shakespeare 's general concern with the concept. Tillyard 
sees that "With the general notion of order Shakespeare was 
always concerned. with man's position on the chain of being 
between beast and angel acutely during his tragic period; but 
only in The Tempest does he seem to consider the chain itself . ,,52 
In As You Like It . as well as Troilus and Cressida. Shakespeare 
certainly concerns bimself. if not witb tbe cbain of being . 
witb humans and tbe positions tbey occupy in society. In 
addition to Tillyard . Brown also comments on Shakespeare's 
use of order in tbe comedies wben be, says. "But even wben tbey 
are not directly suggested by a villain or divided kingdom . 
the images of order and disorder are used in the comedies to 
picture buman relationsbips.,,53 As You Like It begins by 
presenting a villain who has usurped tbe throne. so of courae 
the idea of order is directly auggested, but in addition to 
using order to picture human relationsbips , Sbakespeare also 
uses human relationships to develop the tbeme of order as, 
for example , the two rulers who reflect tbe social order , an 
aspect of tbe philosophy which he explores. 
However, the social considerations are not tbe only 
aspect of order with which Shakespeare deals . According to 
52Ibid., p. 34 . 
53Brown, Shakespeare and His Comedies , p. 128. 
Theodore Spencer, 
Nature rules over three domains, each of which 
is a reflection of the others, since they are 
all parts of the same ordered unity. She rules 
over the cosmos--the universal world; she rules 
over the world of created objects on earth; and 
she rules over !he world of human government, of 
man in society. 4 
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These different elements do not separate easily because, as 
Spencer says, they all intermingle to form the wbole; but 
the audience may discern at least two of tbe above domains 
in As You Like It: social order (buman government) and 
natural order (tbe world of created objects of eartb). The 
social order appears most obviously in tbe two dukes, one wbo 
has usurped tbe tbrone from tbe rigbtful ruler, wbile tbe 
natural order may be seen in the relationsbip between tbe 
two sets of brotbers and in tbe idea of usurpation as it 
occurs in the forest. 
Since the play first utilizes tbe aettinK of tbe court 
with its disordered society, a discussion of order may beKin 
appropriately on tbe social plane. Because accordinK to 
YcFarland, "Tbe index to the state of moral well-being in 
Shakespeare's comedies is usually provided by tbe cbaracter 
and circumstance of the ruler,,,55 Duke Frederick must be ex-
amined, for he is, wbetber rigbtfully so or not, tbe official 
ruler. However, the manner in which he gained bis autbority 
must be noted. One of the first clues comes from tbe wrestler 
54Theodore Spencer, Shakespeare and the Nature of Man 
(New York: The MacMillan Co., 1949), p. 118. 
55YcFarland, Sbakespeare's Pastoral Comedy, p. 12. 
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Charles , who , when asked by Oliver f or the news from the 
court replies: 
There is no news at court sir, but the old news. 
That is, the old Duke is banished by his younger 
brother the new Duke; and three or four loving 
lords have put themselves into voluntary exile 
with him, whose lands and revenues enrich the 
new Duke; therefore he gives them good leave to 
wander (I. i. 97-102). 
Since England at this time followed the laws of primogeniture 
(the inheritance--lands, title, etc.,--fall to the eldest 
son) the younger Duke has, in fact, stolen what rightfully 
belongs to his elder brother, thus violating the social order 
by stepping out of bis proper position in society. In view 
of the Elizabethan fear of disorder or cbaos, this violation 
can bardly be considered lightly. If the ruler is truly "the 
index to tbe state of moral well-being, " as McFarland suggests , 
then it follows that the court lacks the necessary harmony. 
Craig notes that througb this usurpation Duke Frederick ca.-
mits one of tbe worst possible offences against order, stating 
tbat 
The principle of headsbip and of obedient subordina-
tion, evident in tbe workings of the universe , must 
of course be the pattern for human societies . It 
follows that monarchy is the best form of government 
and that all men must be contented with their stations 
in life , so tbat ambition becomes tbe most d~agerous-­
and one of the most sinful--of all passions. 
The fact that pride is the first of the seven deadly sins 
adds greatly weight to Craig's statement. Satan's fall, 
perhaps the greatest example of disorder , was occasioned by 
56Craig, The Enchanted Glass, p. 12. 
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pride; Duke Frederick , in allowing his pride to overrule 
sound judgment and stepping out of his proper position in 
society, repeats the actions of Satan. While this usurpation 
occurs on a smaller scale, the implications remain the same. 
Only disorder and a lack of harmony can result from a failure 
to observe the correct heavenly model. Duke Frederick instead 
chooses to emulate the worst possible example. And the trouble 
is compounded because he has usurped the power of the monarchy, 
the earthly manifestation of its heavenly counterpart. 
Monarchs in England at this time stressed the idea of the 
divine right of rulers, so this infraction of the social order 
carries with it much stronger implications than might other-
wise occur. The position in the chain of being occupied by 
the ruler must obviously be higher than that occupied by a 
yeoman, so the offense must have larger consequences. Fereuson 
comments on the importance of the r~ler when he declares that 
the monarch was the center of the life of England: 
not only the legitimate head of government but the 
'father of his people' and the 'earthly figure of God's 
majesty.' In the dramas reflecting the chaneine life of 
England it was natural to compose the picture around 
the de facto ruler, good or bad, for he was both the 
center of mo~~vation and the clue to the moral climate 
of his time. 
The "earthly figure of God's majesty" violating God's own 
order produces a situation that does not augur well for the 
state. To the Elizabethan, all things occupied a particular 
position, and when one link in the chain fell out of place, 
the entire order became upset; therefore, if the Duke violated 
57Ferguson, The Pattern in His Carpet. p . 79 . 
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essential rights, " chaos was come again," and those under him 
also became confused as to their own status. 
With the import a nce of the monarch in society, his 
character also pl ays a significant role. As Spence r points 
out, "The king is not a despot, who can independently do as 
he wants ; he represents a universal picture of justice, as 
firmly established as the order of the heavens.,,58 Duke 
Frederick, however, as would be expected, does not conform to 
this rule. He governs without justice. He has already been 
seen, he allows those lords who wish to do so to join the 
banished Duke, primarily because he then confiscates their 
own lands and thus adds to his own riches (I. i. 97-102). 
With Oliver also the Duke threatens to add lands to his private 
treasury if Oliver is unable to produce Orlando within a 
specified time (III. i. 1-12). Since Oliver, though perhaps 
a villain in his own rigbt, has nothing to do witb the crime 
of which he is accused, such judgments bardly seem in keeping 
with the precepts of justice. But Duke Frederick does not 
conform to the concepts of a good ruler; he is rather, as Le 
Beau describes him, "humorous" (I. 11. 262), ruling according 
to his whims instead of justice. He sbows tbis side of his 
character when he banishes Rosalind from court, giving no 
other justification than "Thou art thy father's daughter, 
there's enough" (I. iii. 57). Similar motivation occurs in 
the banishment of Orlando, whose main fault lies in his 
58Spencer, Shakespeare and the Nature of Uan, p. 18. 
parentage . On being in f ormed of Orlando's father, Duke 
Frederick r eplies: 
1 would thou hadst been son to some man else. 
The world esteemed thy father honourable, 
But 1 did find him still mine enemy. 
Thou shouldst have better pleased me with this deed , 
Hadst thou descended from another house. 
But fare thee well, thou art a gallant youth; 
1 would thou hadst told me of another father (I. ii. 
220-226). 
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This type of irrational judgment on the part of the Duke is 
symptomatic of the disorder apparent in the society he governs. 
At the Duke's court, people find judgment not contingent upon 
their virtues, as would be expected, but rather on the whims 
of those who have usurped a position above their station. Duke 
Frederick's capricious judgments exhibit a marked disregard for 
the concepts of justice. With both Rosalind and Orlando, the 
Duke's actions demonstrate his fear of natural virtues. Since 
such characters possess virtuous traits not found in the Duke , 
he suffers through a comparison; therefore, he cannot allow 
their virtues to be rewarded, for that would rein force the 
characteristics he does not possess. As a r esult, the Duke 
is unable to govern according to the prope r d ict a t but mus t 
instead show favor only to those who r e fl ec t hi s own c har-
acter. Le Beau, one of the Duke's own courtie r, notes that 
Frederick dislikes Rosalind not because of anything s h has 
done but instead he : 
Hath ta'en displeasure ' gains t his gentle ne ice, 
Grounded upon no other argume nt 
But that the people prais h r fo r he r virture s , 
And pity her, for he r good f ath r' s ake (I. ii. 274-277). 
This reaction r e sembl e s th o n Fr de ri k xpressed upon dis-
covery of Orlando 's pare ntaR. lnst ad of a r ewa rd f o r 
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overthrowing Charles, Orlando receives a warning from Le Beau 
which advises him to leave the palace because, although he 
deserves commendation, the Duke resents his accomplishments 
(I. ii. 257-263). Instead of actions firmly rooted in reason 
and justice, Frederick displays only irrational emotional 
reactions. He runs counter to the prescribed actions of a 
ruler, for, as Ferguson asserts, "The monarch, like reason 
in the individual, must safeguard this natural order: i.e., 
rule in accordance with 'justice',,,59 something Frederick is 
incapable of doing, in part because he wields power that is Dot 
rightfully his. 
Nor does this perversion of the social order remain un-
noticed at court. Celia, Duke Frederick's daughter, willinKly 
admits that "My father's rough and envious disposition/Sticks 
me at heart" (1. i1. 237-238). Later, when Rosalind receives 
her orders to leave the court, Celia willingly places herself 
in exile and instead of showing grief says, "Now go we in 
content/To liberty, and not to banishment" (I. i11. 136-137). 
They do not flee the safety of the court but rather the dangers 
of disorder which it represents. At an earlier point in the 
play Celia again demonstrates her knowledge of the disorder 
present in the court society. In a discussion with Rosalind, 
Celia asks that they forget (or at least attempt to) the 
circumstances that surround them. Celia, for her part, plans 
to rectify the wrongs that Rosalind has suffered because of 
59Ferguson, The Pattern in His Carpet, p. 79. 
the Duke. As she says, 
You know my fath r ha h n 
like to have ; and truly wh 
his heir; for what h hath 
perforce , I will r nd r t h 
16-20) . 
'hild but I , no r non e is 
n h di . , thou shalt be 
tak n away f r om thy father 
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agaIn i n aff ction (I. ii. 
Through this spe ch , C lia s how. b th h r awar ness of the 
existing disord rand h r knowl dg that it must be corrected 
before harmony can b r L r d. In r~ali ty the Elizabethans 
were also we ll awar of di80rd r and its consequences. For 
them, the problem waS n t m r ly academic. Although the War 
of the Roses had nd d i n 1485, many Elizabethans were still 
aware of the chaos it had caus d. Even more recently bad 
been the troubl of th ucc 8sion after the death of Henry 
VIII. First til y w r rul d by protestant Edward VI, then 
Catholic Mary, and .r inally Elizabeth. The change from Mary 
to Elizab th had b n particularly difficult. Because of 
circumstanc s s uch as these , and the fact that tbere was no 
heir appar nt to the English throne, the Elizabetbans were 
not only familiar with the academic question of order but also 
we r cone rn e d with its vital importance to tbeir immediate 
well bei ng. 
Shak speare, however , deals with disorder on more than 
the social plane is As You Like It. He also uses the two dukes, 
plus Olive r and Orlando, to sbow violation of the natural 
o rde r. Each brother in his own way treats bis brother without 
due consideration for the rights of the otber. Duke Frederick , 
for example, wrongfully usurps the power of bis elder brother. 
Oliver, on the other hand, refuses to allow Orlando tbe 
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training ur education that would allow him to assume his 
rightful place in the world. Through both of these examples, 
the dramatist is able to e xe mpl ify for the a udience the dangers 
that can arise when people eithe r leave their assigne d station 
or refuse to accept the r e sponsibility that accompanies 
th e ir position. 
The primary violation of natural order that occurs in the 
relationship between Duke Frederick and Duke Senior is also 
a reflection of the violation of social order: the ursurpation 
of the throne by a younger brother. In this instance, the 
younger duke attempts to escape his assigned station and ends 
by taking from his brother that to which he has no right. 
Oliver and Orlando, however , present almost the opposite 
situation. Orlando makes no attempt to usurp tbat which 
belongs to Oliver, wishing merely to be allowed to assume that 
place in society to which he is entitled by right of his birth. 
In this instance, the elder brother violates the natural order 
by not assuming the responsibility given him by his father. 
As Orlando points out, "My father charged you in his will to 
give me good education. You have trained me like a peasant, 
obscuring and hiding from me all gentleman-like qualities " (I. 
i. 65-68). Oliver has stolen what rightfully belongs to 
Orlando, as Duke Frederick has stolen what rightfully belongs 
to Duke Senior. John Draper takes note of this parallel when 
he declares, 
Not content with setting forth this theme [the 
plight of the younger son] in the virtuous and 
beloved Orlando, Shakespeare shows it also in the 
wicked youn ger brother , the usurping Duke of Bur-
gundy. Like Kin g Claudius and Edmund in Lear, and 
the false Duke in The Tempest , he has yielded to 
temptation , but Orlando, great as was his provoca-
tion, never dreams of supplanting his brother on the 
ancestral lands. He will not offend against the 
divine law of primogeniture ; but rather, full of 
youth and sPiri~s, he tries to do something ' notable ' 
to win his way. 0 
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Orlando obviously has ample reason to rebel against the treat-
ment he receives from Oliver. The faitbful Adam at one point 
recounts that Orlando's virtues do him tbe greatest harm : 
Why are you virtuous? Wby do people love you? 
And wberefore are you gentle, strong, and valiant? 
Wby would you be so fond to overcome 
The bony priser of tbe humorous Duke? 
Your praise is come too swiftly bome before you. 
Know you not , master, to some kind of men 
Their graces serve tbem but as enemies? 
No more do yours; your virtues, gentle master, 
Are sanctified and boly traitors to you. 
o wbat a world is tbis, wben wbat is comely 
Envenoms bim tbat bears it (II. iii. 5-15). 
Tbe last two lines of tbis speecb demonstrate tbe disorder 
present in tbe society. As witb tbe banishment of Rosalind, 
Orlando is apparently not r e sponsible for tbe resentment be 
arouses in otbers. Duke Frederick dislikes bim because ot his 
parentage, while Oliver can find absolutely no justification 
for his hatred. He readily admits " for my soul , ye t I know 
not why , hates nothing more than he" (1. 1. 159-161) . He , 
like Duke Frederick, arrives at judgment througb emotion rather 
than reason ; as a result , his actions do not coincide with 
the dictates of justice, and the society lacks the order it 
60John W. Draper "Orlando, the Younger Brother ," 
Pbilological Quarterly 138 (January 1934) : 74. 
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desires . Alexander Leggat gives further attention to the 
distinctions between Oliver and Orlando when he mentions that 
Orlando looks back to a world of decent order and 
harmony, as opposed to the new world of se1f-
seeking individualism. Oliver is very much a 'new 
man'. . .. And certainly in the new world order is 
neglected : old Sir Rowland's will is ignored, the 
rightful Duke is banished, and the court is dominated 
by a moody individual whose whims enslave everyone 
else. 61 
Through the use of pairs of brothers, Sbakespeare reinforces 
the idea of disorder resulting from a perversion of natural 
ties. By making one villain a younger brother and one an 
older brother, he derives tbe additional benefit of sbowing 
the audience that there are various ways to disrupt tbe natural 
order; although Duke Frederick's sin is perhaps greater, Oliver 
has also contributed to tbe dissolution of proper order in 
society and is equally accountable for his failure to ful-
fill his responsibilities. 
Also implicit in tbis conflict between Oliver and Orlando 
is another idea, that of nature and nurture , nature consist-
ing of those character traits witb wbich one is endowed, with 
nurture acting as the cultivating force. Orlando is a natural 
gentleman , but those cbaracteristics given him by Nature bave 
not been nurtured; i.e., be has not been trained to be a 
gentleman. Oliver notes tbis condition in his brotber wben be 
says : 
Yet he ' s gentle, never scbooled, and yet learned , 
full of noble device , of all sorts encbantingly 
61Alexander Leggatt, Sbakes~eare's Comedy of Love (London: 
Methuen and Co ., Ltd ., 1973) , p. 09. 
beloved , and indeed s o much in the he art o f the 
world, and espec ially o f my own people, who best 
know him , that 1 am altogether mispr i s e d (I. i. 161-
165) . 
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Orlando , even though he has bee n deprived of both s c hooling 
and training, possesses those traits necessary for a gentle-
man. Olive r , however, has not allowed the cultivation of 
these traits , as would be expected of a guardian, and has 
theref ore ignored one side in the development of Orlando'S 
character. To the Elizabethan mind, nature and nurture must 
co-exist, each contributing its part to the development of 
character, and Oliver's willful disregard for one aspect of 
the duo further reflects his disregard for the natural order. 
Nature and nurture worked hand in hand to form the entire 
person , striking a balance. Of course, as Robert Root notes , 
Nature was responsible for "not only the physical but the 
moral stature of man. . . .,,62, but nurture also contributed 
to the forging of character. The idea of nurture as a neces-
sity for a truly civilized man may be seen in Orlando'S first 
encounter with Duke Senior. Orlando, searching for food for 
Adam, rushes in with his sword drawn , antiCipating the need 
for force in accomplishing his errand. He is quickly informed , 
however, that force will not be necessary, and proceeds to 
offer an explanation for his actions, saying: 
Speak you so gently? Pardon me, 1 pray you; 
1 thought that all things had been savage here, 
And therefore put on the countenance 
Of stern commandment. But whate'er you are 
62Robert Kilburn Root, Classical Mythology in Shakespeare 
(New York: Gordian Press , Inc., 1965), p. 89. 
That in this desert i naccessible, 
Under the shade of melancho ly boughs, 
Lose and neglect the cree pin g hours of time, 
If ever you have looked on be tter days , 
If ever been where bells have knolled to church , 
If ever sat at any good man's feast, 
If ever from your eyelids wiped a tear , 
And know what 'tis to pity and be pitied, 
Let gentleness my strong enforcement be , 
In which hope, I blush and hide my sword (II. vii . 
105-118) . 
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Implicit in this speech lies an appeal to the nurtured side 
of character, for Orlando specifically states that he is rest-
ing his hope upon the fact that these men have not been reared 
in the forest but rather have at some time lived in civilization 
and there been nurtured in the acts of charity and kindness. 
Orlando himself, already seen as a natural gentleman, admits, 
"Yet am I inland bred,lAnd know some nurture" (II. vii. 96-97), 
thus showing that nature alone is incomplete; she must exist 
in conjunction with nurture. 
The idea of balance, as in nature anc nurture, may be 
further observed in the workings of social order and natural 
order. As in the previous instance , these two aspects of 
one whole work in conjunction, complementing each other in 
their functions. At the foundation of all tbings lies the 
natural order which reflects the order of the cosmos. 
Imposed over this exists the social order, a further check upon 
man. The social order , even though modeled upon a higher 
heavenly order , is somewbat artificial in nature; however , it 
is a necessary element of society, a furtber delineation of 
man's responsibilities. As Shakespeare shows through both Duke 
Frederick and Oliver , man cannot be relied upon to observe the 
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dictates of natural order , so the social order ope rates as an 
additional control over society. 
This artificial order, however, is imposed not only at 
the court but in the forest as well. In spite of the fact 
that a country setting implies sole reliance on natural order, 
this is not the case. When Duke Senior and his comrades invade 
Arden, they insert a foreign element into its society, thus 
disrupting the existing order. One of tbe clearest statements 
of this disruption occurs in Act II. Duke Senior begins, in 
a conversation witb Amiens, by suggesting, 
Come, sball we go and kill us venison? 
And yet it irks me tbe poor dappled fools, 
Being native burgbers of tbis desert city 
Should in tbeir own confines witb forked heads 
Have tbeir round bauncbes gored (II. i. 21-25). 
One of bis lords answers tbat Jacques, as would be expected, 
bas also commented on tbis, replying, 
Indeed my lord 
Tbe melancboly Jacques grieves at tbat, 
And in that kind swears you do more usurp 
Tban dotb your brother tbat bath banisbed you (II . i. 25-28). 
In order to provide for tbemselves, Duke Senior and his company 
must upset the existing order, imposing a somewhat artificial 
one. It must of course be remembered tbat part of the animals' 
function was to provide food for man, but in invading the 
forest tbe Duke and bis followers do upset the natural order. 
This imposition of a social order may also be seen in the 
relationships between those people already in tbe country and 
those who arrive tbere from the court. The majority of the 
intermingling among the two sets of people occurs with tbose 
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who are in disguise, hiding their true position in society. 
The Duke does not freely mix with such inhabitants as Silvius, 
Phebe, and Audrey, for they occupy a much lower position on 
the social plane. Meetings between the two groups are general-
ly confined to such characters as Rosalind, Celia, and Touchstone, 
and they do not admit to their true position. Each group keeps 
generally within the boundaries set up by the social order. 
The most notable exception to this convention occurs at the 
marriage ceremony at the end, and in this instance Sbakespeare 
concerns bimself with yet another manifestation of order: love's 
order. 
A ratber detailed discussion of love's order may be 
found in Jobn Russell Brown's Sbakespeare and Bis Comedies, in 
wbich tbe autbor states that "As Sbakespeare tbought of marriage 
in terms of an ideal order so be also tboulbt of a lover's 
wooing. . .. ,,63 Marriage, then, would appear to reflect tbe 
perfect end for the lovers, eacb findinl bis proper mate. It 
is also interestinl that none of the marriages in any way 
violates any precept of order. No character marries out of bis 
own social class; all lines or boundaries are clearly observed. 
The only area in which any danger could pOSsibly be foreseen 
arises from the love of Phebe for Ganymede, but Shakespeare 
takes tbe extra precaution of having Rosalind in a disguise, 
thus making tbe audience fully aware of the ludicrous aspect 
of the situation. These marriages are tbe culmination of the 
63Brown, Shakespeare and His Comedies, p. 129. 
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comedy and form a new o rde r of their own. Before this can 
occur, however, Shakespeare must first deal with both Duke 
Frederick and Oliver , for a new order cannot be established in 
a society still filled with disorder. 
Gardner does not feel that the conversions of Duke 
Frederick or Oliver are of major importance. Instead , she 
believes, "A few lines dispose of Duke Frederick, and leave the 
road back to his throne empty for Duke Senior. As for the other 
victim of a wicked brother, it is far more important that 
Orlando should marry Rosalind than that he should be restored 
to his rights.,,64 While it is true that Shakespeare devotes 
little time to Duke Frederick's conversion (it is reported 
through Jacques de Boys), its importance is considerable. 
Without the conversion of the Duke, the court party could not 
return from the country, and while Arden has certainly been 
useful, it is not the total world. In addition, the return to 
order cannot be complete without Frederick's change of heart. 
With the emphasis Shakespeare places on order, it is unlikely 
that he will leave the play in disorder. Clara Park emphasizes 
this quality when she notes," ... the very nature of 
Shakespearean comedy is to affirm that disruption is temporary , 
that what has turned topsy-turvy will be restored.,,65 If this 
is true,both Frederick's and Oliver's conversions are impor-
tanto For Orlando, Oliver's transformation allows him to 
64Gardner, '~s You Like It:' p. 58. 
65Clara Clairborne Park, "As We Like It : How a Girl Can Be 
Smart and Still Popular," American Scholar 42 (Spring 1973): 271. 
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assume his rightful positi o n in society , making him doubly 
worthy of Rosalind, both as a natural gentleman and as a member 
of her own social circle. 
Shakespeare devotes more t i me to the conversion of Oliver 
than to that of Frederick. Oliver himself recounts the event , 
but it actually tells more about the character f Orlando than 
that of Oliver, for Oliver gives no reason for his conversion, 
stating simply that " I do not shame/To tell you what I was, 
since my conversion/So sweetly tastes, being the thing I am" 
(IV. iii. 134-136). Orlando's natural goodness , however, is 
reinforced by the event, as is seen when Oliver narrates the 
circumstances for Rosalind and Celia: 
Twice did he turn his back, and purposed so. 
But kindness, nobler ever than revenge, 
And nature , stronger than his just occasion, 
Made him give battle to the lioness, 
Who quickly fell before him, in which hurtling 
From miserable slumber I awaked (IV. iii. 126-131).66 
Several possible causes for Oliver's conversion present them-
selves. Possible, Orlando's gentle nature finally convinced 
Oliver of the error he had made, for it should be remembered 
that Oliver had no solid justification for his hatred. The 
important action, however , occurs in the mere fact of the con-
version, for it signifies a return to natural order, as does 
Duke Frederick's. The manner in which these conversions are 
accomplished is not important; what matters is the return to 
66Further significance lies in the. fact that the animals 
vanquished by Orlando are a serpent and a lion. The serpent 
is, of course, reminiscent of the Fall of man, and his ex-
pulsion by Orlando signifies a triumph of good over evil. In 
addition, the lion brings to Mind the popular Elizabethan belief 
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order they create. Dowden comments on this when he says : 
When all and everyone in Arden wood , save Jacques , 
are on their way to wedlock , like couples coming to 
the ark, we are not disposed to question the reality 
of that old religious man upon the borders of the 
forest who suddenly converts the usurping Duke , and 
turns back the mighty powers which he had set on foot. 
We are grateful for such hermits and convertites.67 
Shakespeare's characters at this time may lack adequate motiva-
tion, but their actions give the necessary results. Tillyard 
also makes a comment pertinent to Duke Frederick's conver-
sion when he asserts that 
I have written of order and of sin and of red.emption 
separately, but in practice the two schemes were 
fused. '" There is the everpresent glory of God's 
creation, the perpetual pressure of bis Providence. 
Yet disorder or chaos, the :.>roduct of sin, is perpetual-
ly striving to come again. And if , by tradition, the 
way to salvation is through God's grace and Christ's 
atonement, there is also the way paired with it, through 
the contemplation of the divine order of the created uni-
verse. A late medieval theologian attacbes the idea 
of God's order to the fall of man as follows. By the 
Fall man was alienated from bis true self. If he is to 
regain true self-knowledge he must do it through 
conteWBlating the works of nature of wbich be is a 
part. 
This statement neatly explains both conversions. First, Duke 
Frederick experiences C~d's grace through his encounter with 
the religious man. Also, botb Oliver and the Duke experience 
no change until they have left the artificial atmosphere of 
that a lion wou.ld not attack 
Falstaff, II. iv. 274-275). 
the lion does attack him but 
lends further support to the 
a true prince (see I Henry IV, 
Orlando is not a prince, and 
his overcoming the king of beasts 
triumph of natural goodness. 
67Dowden, "The Essentials of Shakespeare's Comedies," 
p. 106. 
68Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture , p. 20. 
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the court and either entered Arden or approached it, thus 
enabling them to benefit from the contemplation of nature. 
In addition to contributing to the explanation of the 
conversions, Tillyard's comment also throws light upon the 
benefits obtained by the characters from their sojourn in 
Arden. Naturally after Duke Frederick decides to follow 
the religious hermit, Duke Senior regains his place at court 
and, after the weddings, the Duke and his followers plan to 
return to their former homes. However, it is unlikely that 
any will return unchanged. Many critics feel, with Frye, 
that It ••• the action of the comedy begins in a world 
represented as a normal world , moves into the green world, 
goes into a metamorphosis there in which the comic resolution 
is achieved, and returns to the normal world. ,, 69 This pattern 
undoubtedly occurs, but since Shakespeare devotes so much of 
the time to the sojourn in Arden , something other than just 
comic resolution must occur there. Leggat goes a bit further 
than Frye, noting that "The harmony of the ending finally 
includes more than the jOining of the sexes in marriage: it 
involves a full restoration of social order in the broadest 
terms. The old values, recovered in the forest , will 
now return to court.,,70 This is also true, for the forest 
serves both as a temporary retreat and as a learning situation 
for the characters. Through their experiences in Arden they 
69Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (New York: 
Altheneum, 1966), p. 182. 
70Leggatt, Shakespeare's Comedy of Love, p. 216. 
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broaden the ir knowl e dge and enlarge their frame of reference. 
Before, the charact rs had known only one aspect of s o ciety , 
the sheltered life of the court , but Arden exposes them 
directly to Nature and her influences. For the Elizabethan, 
this change provided an important addition to the characters, 
for , as Spencer points out, "Nearly every sixteenth century 
writer speaks in the same fashion; to know God one must know 
his works; by knowing his works one learns the nature of man, 
for whom those works were made, which is the knowledge of 
God. ,,71 By using the forest as an escape for his characters, 
Shakespeare adds another dimension to their experience, and in 
so doing he adds an element of balance in still another area, 
that of experience. Before going to Arden the characters were 
somewhat limited, but their time there enables them to achieve 
a necessary balance before returning to their original positions 
in society, and the implication is that they are better for 
their added experiences. As Cirillo sees it, ,. the char-
acters need the Arcadian experience , with all of its ambiguity, 
to bring order and value to their lives. Once this has been 
achieved they can return to the court, taking with them the 
knowledge that they gained in Arcadia-Arden. ,, 72 
All of the characters benefit from the contact with 
nature gained while in Arden, but perhaps the one who benefits 
the most is Duke Senior. His speech at the opening of Act II 
certainly shows that he is aware of the differences between 
71Spencer , Shakespeare and the Nature of Man, p. 3. 
72Cirillo, "Pastoral ism Gone Awry ," p. 24 . 
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the court and the forest , and the conce rn he e xpresses over 
killing the venison shows that he is learning from nature. 
The possibility also exists that , aside from ~he converts 
Frederick and Oliver , the eldest duke also has the most need 
for the knowledge given by nature. Shakespeare never explains 
the underlying causes behind the usurpation of Duke Senior's 
power, and, of course, whatever the motivation, Duke Frederick 
was in error; however , the possibility that Duke Senior needed 
the exposure to nature in order to become a more effective 
ruler should also be considered. If this is the case, As You 
Like It may well contain the germ of an idea developed in 
later plays. In Measure for Yeasure , for example, the reigning 
duke willfully leaves his power in the hands of another , and 
while Angelo learns from the duke's absence, it is not 
necessarily true that the Duke does not benefit also. The 
fullest exposition of this theme, of course, occurs in Tbe 
Tempest. Here the audience knows that Prospero loses his 
power because of his preoccupation with his books. He is , 
in other words, a one-sided character, and his banishment to 
the island must occur if he is to return a better ruler , for 
it is there that he gains the exposure to nature necessary to 
round out his character. Although The Tempest devotes more 
time to the development of this idea than As You Like It , the 
beginnings of it are apparent in the earlier play where, as 
later , Shakespeare concerns himself with the idea of order in 
its multifarious connotations. Spence r summarizes this idea 
well when he mentions 
. . . c e rtain f undament a l assumptions which every 
thoughtful Elizabethan took for granted. The first 
is this: man is not something by himself; he is, 
as Ramon Sabunde says , 'a piece of the order of 
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things,' ... the knot and chain of nature; it is 
impossible to think of him apart from the rest of crea-
tion , including the heavens, made for the service of man , 
provided man fulfilled his proper function. ... To 
play it [his role] properly, he must know both him-
self and the environment apart from which he cannot 
properly be conceived. In other words--and this is 
the second assumption--he must understand the universal 
order of which he is so essential a part, and which 
makes the structure of the world, of living beings, and 
of society, a single unity created by the hand of God. 73 
In As You Like It Shakespeare, first through images of dis-
order and then through a return to order, pictures this unity 
for his audience, and the comedy provides him with the perfect 
opportunity because of its structure. However, in order to 
discuss the structure of comedy, a definition is necessary, 
and two excellent definitions may be found in Gardner and 
Frye. According to Gardner, 
He [Nigel Coghill) pointed out that there were 
two conceptions of comedy current in the sixteenth 
century, both going back to the grammarians of the 
fourth century, but radically opposed to eacb other. 
By the one definition a comedy was a story beginning 
in sadness and ending in happiness. By the other, it 
was, in Sidney's words , 'an imitation of the common 
errors of our life' represented 'in the most ridicul-
ous and scornful sort tbat may be; so that it is 
impossible that any beholder can be content to such 
a one.' Shakespeare, he declared, accepted the first. 74 
Since As You Like It explicitly begins in the sadness surround-
ing the usurping duke and ends in the happiness of the marriage 
ceremony in Arden, the play conforms to Sidney's first type 
73Spencer, Shakespeare and the Nature of Man, pp. 5-6. 
74Gardner, 'As You Like It;'p . 58. 
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of come dy . Frye l e nds f urther support to this ide a with his 
own comme nts on comedy, noticing that , 
In all good New Comedy here is a social as well 
as an individual theme which must be sought in 
the general atmosphere of reconciliation that makes 
the final marriage possible. As the hero gets closer 
to the heroine and opposition is overcome , all the 
right-thinking people come over to his side. Thus a 
new social unit is formed on the stage, and the 
moment that this social unit crystallizes is the 
moment of comic resolution. In the last scene when 
the dramatist usually tries to get all his 
characters on stage at once, the audience witnes-
ses a renewed sense of social integration. In comedy 
as in life the regular expression of this is a festival , 
whether a marriage, dance, or a feast. 75 
As both of these definitions show , the primary emphasis of 
at least one type of comedy lies in the resolutio~ or hap-
pi ness found at the end. However, as Sidney pointed out , that 
happiness is achieved only after a period of sadness; therefore 
the juxtaposition of the two extremes suggests th e balance 
Shakespeare so frequently utilizes. Human life never consists 
entirely of either happiness or sadness, and by putting forth 
two extremes, Shakespeare makes his audience aware of that 
fact. Both emotions occur , of course, at various times, and 
by opening and closing the comedy with the, Shakespeare 
demonstrates his awareness of this condition ; however , most 
of life occupies a position somewhere between these two poles, 
as does the majority of As You Like It. Again , through the use 
of opposites, Shakespeare exhibits a sense of the balance 
present in life. 
75Frye, "The Argument of Comedy , " pp. 50-51. 
CONCLUSION 
In As You Like It, as in many of his other plays , 
Shakespeare's final resolution may be viewed as a reconcilia-
tion of the discrepencies between the real and the unreal. 
The most obvious example of this reconciliation occurs in 
the dual setting of court and country, but it also exists 
in other areas such as character and language, and is 
frequently accomplished through both the use and mocking of 
various literary traditions, such as the pastoral convention , 
the Euphuistic tradition , the use of stock characters and 
the comic structure itself. Although As You Like It may 
seem at first, like many of the early comedies, merely an 
interesting diversion, it actually is remarkable because of 
the balance and symmetry apparent in the structure. K. J. 
Spalding shows an awareness of this aspect of Shakespeare's 
work when he writes that 
Shakespeare's plays seem, at first sight , to reveal 
a mind remarkable rather for its imagination than for 
its logic: a mind that, replete with the most con-
tradictory experiences, gives equally generous expres-
sion to all of them and like the wind blows indifferently 
on his hearers from all points of the compass. 
Wayward in some ways Shakespeare's mind may thus appear 
to be , yet it seems somewhat unlikely that it could be 
one as rich as it is without being richer. The heaven-
ly bodies are of an endless variety; yet their variety 
would be no better than an irrational chaos were it 
not to be ordered by the mathematical logic of astron-
omer and astrophysicist. As full of ideas as the sky 
is of bodies the mind of Shakespeare must be similarly 
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a me r e c haos we r e no philosophical log ic r specti ng the 
nature of things to give it some r a tional o rde r and me an-
ing . " he may well have bee n concerne d to r eveal to 
men the r ea l nature of 'man.' " .76 
Since As You Like It is a play dominat e d by character rather 
than plot , Spalding's final assumption seems to reve al 
Shakespeare'e purpose : a presentation of man viewed in the 
harmony which should exist in an ordered world, a harmony 
found through a reconciliation of supposed opposites and 
tempered by love. 
Shakespeare accomplishes this vision of harmony primarily 
through a use of existing literary traditions. For example. 
in order to establish the ideal in setting, Shakespeare 
utilizes the pastoral tradition. juxtaposing the court and 
the country. However, instead of allowing either court or 
country to appear completely evil or completely good, the artist 
inserts elements of both traits in each setting. The court 
is characterized chiefly by its disorder , just as t he country 
reflects order , but the court also affords protection from 
natural elements such as icy winds , serpents , and lions. some-
thing the country cannot provide. Instead of utilizing the 
pastoral setting as completely ideal , Shakespeare gently mocks 
it, thus refusing to allow either characters or audience to 
accept a false reality as ideal , for the perfection of the 
true pastoral world is illusory; it may exist in the mind , 
but it is divorced from reality. Instead , Shakespeare uses 
76K. J. Spalding , The Philosophy of Shakespeare (Oxford: George Ronald, 1953) , p. 1. 
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the fo res t bot h as a neces s ary pl ace o f r e f u ge f r om the court 
and al so, a s Frye notes, s ymbol ically i nste ad of l i t e rally. 
According t o Frye, 
The f ore st or green world , then, is a symbol of natural 
soc i e t y , the word natural here referring to the original 
human s o c iety which is the proper home of man , not the 
physical world he now lives in but the 'golden world' 
he is trying to regain. This natural society is assoc-
iated with things which in the context of the ordinary 
world seem unnatural , but which are in fact attributes 
of nature as a miraculous and irresistible reviving 
power. These associations include dream, magic and 
chastit y or the spiritual energy as well as fertility 
and renewed natural energies.77 
Shakespeare employs all aspects of this setting without allow-
ing it to overpower his purpose. Arden serves as a revitaliz-
ing center for its characters, and it contains various aspects 
of the ideal world for which man searches , but it is not the 
ideal world , and Shakespeare , by the insertion of unfavorable 
natural elements and critical characters such as Jacques 
and Touchstone, reminds his readers o f this . Instead , he 
suggests that the ideal is not to be found in a dream world 
but rather exists in a combinat i on of both set t ing s , a solution 
which results i n a real possibility for harmony i nste ad of an 
illusion of it . 
Althoug h on a smaller scale , Shakespe are also use s the 
tradition of Euphuism t o accomplish much the s ame purpose. 
Almos t any time one of the charac ters lapse s i nto the flowe r y , 
balan ced speech characteristic of the Euphuistic tradition , 
anothe r c harac t e r follows to bring the scene c l o s e r to r e ality 
77Frye , A Natural Perspect i ve, pp. 142-143 . 
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beca use, fo r one thing , normal speech does no t generally follow 
the patte rn establis he d by Euphuism. In addition , Euphuistic 
spee che s in As You Like It frequently signify some sort of 
imbalance or disorder , and Shakespeare, by not allowing the 
characters to continue indefinitely in that vein, reminds 
the audience of the balance necessary for harmony. An excel-
lent example of this alternation occurs in Act V during 
Touchstone's obviously Euphuistic speech about a quarrel on 
the seventh cause (V. iv. 90-103). After Touchstone has 
delivered his remarkable speech about avoiding a fight over 
the cut of a man's beard, Jacques marvels at the fool, and 
Duke Senior immediately steps in with, "He uses his folly like 
a stalking-horse, and under the presentation of that he shoots 
his wit" (V. iv. 106-107), reminding both Touchstone and the 
audience of both his position and function in society: that of 
a fool. It would be totally out of place for a fool to pretend 
to the position of courtier (the proper situation for chivalric 
debates), and through the Duke's remark Shakespeare emphasizes 
the importance of position in society. Although this is only 
one example of Shakespeare's use of the Euphuistic tradition 
(others have been discussed elsewhere) , it reinforces the 
dramatist's basic concept of balance , harmony, and order. 
Shakespeare , above all , emphasizes the idea of a r eal world 
as opposed to the illusion so freque ntly present in the minds 
not only of the characters but also the audience. 
In addition to the pastoral and Euphuistic traditions, 
Shakespe are also employs stock characters to aid in presenting 
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th e ide as of balance and harmony , the most obvious being the 
fool Touchstone and the melancholy Jacques. The se two char-
acters, while adding immeasurably to the play , never at any 
time gain control of it , and with good cause. They are both, 
in their own way , extremes, and neither represents a well-
balanced character. Jacques, of course, contains an over-
abundance of the melancholic humour, and therefore cannot 
represent any sort of ideal. Touchstone also possesses too 
much of the pragmatic to be totally reliable. These characters, 
however, serve a useful function in the play. While they may 
represent extremes to a certain extent, they also represent 
characteristics found in people in the real world, and 
Shakespeare employs them as a reminder that any person possesses 
a variety of character traits, and, even more important , that 
the real world is not composed of ideals but rather is a mix-
ture of various characters. Shake~peare, again in the area of 
character, also utilizes the stylized concepts of the lovers , 
first establishing narrow limits and then overstepping them , 
to reinforce the idea of mixture in society. Reality consists 
of a combination of various character types , and harmony is 
formed through a balance of these differing elements. 
Through his use of such varied characters. Shakespeare 
asserts the basic harmony of life, and this expression c Ul-
minates in the final resolution essential to the comic form. 
In As You Like It this resolution takes the form of a marriage 
ceremony at the conclusion, and Leo Salingar notes the variety 
of characters present there , and the harmony it asserts , when 
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he says , 
Again , the marriage plot in his comedies is often entangled 
in social or moral considerations affecting society at 
large , but in such a way that by the end of the comedy 
marriage appears as the resolution of the broader 
tensions , as the type or focus of harmony in society 
as a whole. Shakespeare likes to bring together a crowd 
of charicters from various social ranks for a grand 
ensemble scene at the end of the play ; and. in disregard 
of classical theory about the social composition of 
comedy . he usually brings the head of the state. the ruler 
or prince, as approving spectator, active agent or final 
arbiter in this general reunion. A prince figures in 
one or another of these capacities in the final scene 
in no less than thirteen of his sixteen comedies and 
romances. 78 
Considering Shakespeare's concern with illusion and reality . 
this point is hardly surprising. for the real world consists 
of people from various ranks. and they of course co-exist. To 
ignore completely a given segment of society would be to pre-
sent a false view of reality. and Shakespeare. throughout As 
You Like It. has taken great pains to avoid such a picture. 
He does not permit a great deal of intermingling among the 
different classes (that would violate proper social order) . 
but a marriage or feast affords the perfect opportunity for 
the artist to present a harmonious view of the world , for if 
common grounds exist between the various strata of socie t y . 
marriage is definitely one of them : all people, r egard1e s of 
their station, fall in love and marry. The r e i s no i mpropriety 
inherent in a wedding which unites such var i ous coupl es a s 
Rosalind and Orlando. Celia and Oliver , Touc hstone and Audrey, 
78Leo Salingar . Shakespeare and the Tradi tion of Comedy 
(Oxford : George Ronald , 1953), p. 1. 
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and Silvius and Phebe, particularly when the cer emony is pre-
sided over by Hymen himself, for all in l ove are entitled to 
his blessing. This marriage, which asse rts a basic harmony , 
becomes even more appropriate when conside r e d in conjunction 
with Dowden 's comme nt on comedy , which asserts that "Its vital 
centre is not an idea, an abstraction, a moral thesis, but 
something concrete--persons involved in an action. ,, 79 For 
the Elizabethans, such ideas as order and harmony were not 
mere abstractions; they were reality, ideals for which men 
should strive, and Shakespeare, in As You Like It , uses many 
different methods to express this harmony. 
In addition to other methods, the basic structure of 
comedy itself helps to establish the idea of harmony. partic-
ularly when the final resolution is considered. As Frye 
points out, "The spirit of reconciliation which pervades the 
comedies of Shakespeare is not to be ascribed to a personal 
attitude of his own, about which we know nothing whatever, but 
to his impersonal concentration on the laws of comic form."SO 
Implicit in the idea of reconciliation 1s a restoration of 
harmony, and the comic form gives Shakespeare an opportunity 
to express this. Granted , nothing concrete is known about 
Shakespeare's personal beliefs , but it seems fair to assume 
that, as an Elizabethan . he too believed in the ideas f 
order and harmony, particularly when there is so much evidence 
79Dowde n, "The Essentials of Shakespeare's Comedies ," 
p. 105. 
80Frye , "The Argumen t of Comedy," p. 51. 
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of these concepts in the play. I~weve r , r egardl e ss of the 
reason, the important factor is the asse rtion o f harmony 
f ound in the reconciliation at the conslusion of the play, 
for this harmony and order reflect that found on a higher 
plane. As Hymen says , "Then is there mirth in heaven,/ 
When earthly things made even/Atone together" (V. iv. 108-110). 
Here, as elsewhere in the play, the main emphasis lies on 
earthly order and harmony, particularly as a reflection of 
those heavenly traits. Spencer shows an awareness of this rela-
tionship between the earth and the universe when he says, 
But the commonest of all comparisons was that between 
man and the universe, between the microcosm and tbe 
macrocosm. First mentioned in classical times, it 
became a medieval platitude, and as we look back on 
the sixteenth century it seems the most universal and 
the most revealing symbol for the whole concept of Nature's 
order and unity.8l 
With this in mind, it appears tbat Shakespeare deliberately 
uses the microcosm of As You Like It to instruct bis audience 
in the concepts of order and harmony as they should exist in 
man's SOCiety, and he does so without creating an illusory 
world capable of existence only in the mind of philosophers 
but rather through a picture of reality as it can be, The 
play serves as a nurturing experience for the audience; through 
the use of example, Shakespeare sets up a model for his viewers , 
a model which is not an abstract idea but instead a concrete 
example. 
It is not surprising that Shakespeare should wish to 
81Spencer, Shakespeare and the Nature of Man p. 19. 
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provide a picture fo r his audience , partic ularly when con-
sidering John Baxter's comment that 
For Shakespeare the prope r setting of comedy is the 
human spirit , the internal world of the human micro-
cosm created by God in an act of divine love; and for 
Shakespeare, comedy is both intellectual and emotional 
because its function is the enlargement of the spirit 
according to its God-given capacities and its end is 
the understanding and expressing of life as it may be 
lived in the light of values which man can comprebend , 
but which be does not properly create. Sbakespearean 
comedy deals witb man as be lives not under tbe law of 
man alone, g~t also under tbe law of nature and tbe 
law of God. 
Viewing comedy as both intellectual and emotional, Shakespeare 
uses As You Like It as an excellent vebicle for instruction. 
Through the use of such tbings as established literary con-
ventions, the artist first establisbes, with tbe aid of the 
intellect, an example of the harmony and order whicb can 
exist in a real society, and tben , witb the emotion evoked 
through involvement in the play, draws in bis viewers on a 
more than intellectual plane. allowing tbem to experience as 
well as evaluate the work. Rosalind's epilogue serves as an 
additional appeal to the emotions. Instead of concluding bis 
play with a strong moral statement designed to invoke the 
intellect, Shakespeare has Rosalind appear and address tbe 
audience with: 
I charge you , 0 women , for the love you bear to 
men , to like as much of this playas please you. 
And I charge you , 0 men, for tbe love you bear 
to women--as I perceive by your simpering , none 
of you hates them--that between you and the women 
the play may please (Epilogue. 11-16). 
82Jobn S. Baxter , "The Setting and Funct ion of Comedy ," 
in Twentieth Century Interpretations of As You Like It, ed. 
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Rosalind , in effect, asks the audience ~o accept as much of 
the play as i~ c hooses , ending the play, a s would be expected, 
on a very light note. This light tone may , howe ver , be decep-
tive, for ~he play serves as more than mere ente rtainment; i~ 
is also a form of enlightenment , a dual function not at all 
unusual in any art form. 
In As You Like It, Sbakespeare uses a highly structured, 
highly artistic balancing, pairing, and ordering, and this 
artistry has significance, for through it ~he dramatist pre-
sents for his audience, among other things, a syntbesis of 
aspiration and possibility. He not only depicts an ideal 
world, but ends witb tbe real world, proffering a picture of 
barmony achieved tbrougb love. In so doing , Sbakespeare ful-
fills tbe artist's god-like role in creation; he creates 
patterns of harmony, fostering, through art, models whicb 
depict harmonious and fruitful living, creating order out of 
chaos. The message of comedy is one of rebirth and regenera-
tion, and because of this the poet may go beyond merely bolding 
a mirror up to nature; he creates a vision of potential harmony 
by presenting essential patterns of both submission and co-
operation. Using the playas a microcosm, the artist is able 
to create illusions of the ideal as possible patterns for 
real harmony , thus realizing the role of nurturing agent. 
Nevil Coghill notes Shakespeare's involvement with the con-
cent of harmony when he says, "It is proof of bow strongly be 
Jay L. Halio (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc . • 
1968), p. 74. 
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held to a view of life as harmony that he learnt later how 
to stre tch comedy to contain sorrow and ev il , and yet t o 
show them capable of resolution in love and joy. ,, 83 Such 
things as sorrow and evil occur more no ticeably in such late r 
plays as Measure for Measure , b u t e v e n As You Like It contains 
the serious element of a perversion of the natural order 
which, through love , Shakespeare reconciles in the forest of 
Arden. For Shakespeare, such resolution was essential, not 
only because of the dictates of comic structure but also be-
cause, as Coghill points out, "Shakespeare's comic vision is 
not a sickly indulgence or 'an escape from reality', but tbe 
firm assertaion of basic harmony."S4 Throughout the play the 
dramatist continually juxtaposes opposites so that he may 
present a picture of the balance necessary in life, and 
Shakespeare does not limit his nurturing process to this one 
play. As Rabkin notes, " . it is one of tbe keys to bis 
greatness that no two plays represent tbe same stage of buman 
awareness. He grows and changes and his plays cbange with 
him.,,85 It is to be hoped tbat, through the experience of tbe 
plays, the audience also grows and changes with tbe playwright , 
for if this fulfillment occurs, he has indeed acc omplished a 
worthwhile feat. 
83Nevill Coghill, "The Basis of Shakespe arean Comedy ," as 
quoted in ShakesSeare's Critics, ed. A. M. Eastmand and G. B. 
Harrison (Ann Ar or : The Un i versity of Michigan Press , 1964) , 
p. 117. 
84 Ibid . 
85Rabkin, Shakespeare and the Common Understanding , p. 10 
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